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To : Commander Kendric k
(Operations)
2 Area (North-East )
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cc Commander Laidla w
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Room 1.'136
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE BILL MARCH AND RALLY - 9 OCTOBER 199 4
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DEBRIE F

Terms of Referenc e

Di

I write in confirmation of our recent discussions to appoint you as the "Debriefing
Officer" for the above event.

(1) To examine the strengths and weaknesses of the policing operation _

FO
IA

(2) To enable any lessons available from the planning, strategy and tactics to be
debated and developed amongst Commanders (Operations) for the benefit of
future events, and for any appropriate matters that arise to be incorporated into
public order, management, planning and training .
Please provide me with a written report which addresses these issues. This will be
for internal MPS use only and your report will not be published or your conclusions
made public . You will be aware that separately and in accordance with normal
procedures, a report on the event is being prepared for the Home Office .
An initial debrief meeting for Bronze Commanders has been arranged for Friday, 14
October, 10 am at New Scotland Yard and I will agree a timescale far your report with
you after this first meeting .
Resource s

MP
S

I will await your recommendations on staffing for the project, - but my initial view is that
a researcher/writer at Inspector level, supported by a small team of two, should be
sufficient . I will look to Chief Superintendent Davies-(T020) to-identify staff for you
with the appropriate skills and experience .

A J Spee d
Assistant Commissioner
Central Area
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FOREWOR D

It is a chastening fact that this report is the latest in a long line of debrief reports into
serious disorder . Many of the issues identified here are not new and have been
addressed by previous recommendations . There remains a need to create a system
to ensure that the lessons from every event are collated , evaluated and actioned
speedily and effectively.
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My objective from the start of this enquiry was to identify the issues that effected the
policing of the Coalition Against The Criminal Justice Bill march and rally on the 9th
October 1994 . The recommendations here collectively have a single objective - to
improve the professionalism of the policing of public disorder - for the benefit
of the Police Service and the public we all serve .
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With the benefit of hindsight it would have been possible to design out many of the
problems that arose on the 9th October 1994 . Even if all the issues had been
identified before the event it is probable that disorder would have occurred in
some other way .
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Every senior officer on duty at this event was a volunteer . The vast majority were
"CADRE" officers - advanced public order trained . Occupying command positions in
public order operations is both demanding and stressful . The dedication and expertise
required receives little recognition and even less reward, in fact, the organisation is
only too ready to criticise and apportion blame when things appear not to have gone
according to plan . I have no doubt whatsoever that every Senior Officer gave of his
best on the day . Furthermore, the patience, hard work and considerable courage
shown by many PSU ' s engaged on the operation is deserving of the highest
praise .

A significant number of our experienced, Senior "CADRE" Officers have now either
retired or will retire within months . The Command Resilience of the Service to deal
effectively with both pre-planned and spontaneous public disorder is now severely
stretched following Service restructuring and requires urgent attention .
In Public Order Operations it is vital that the mix of personalities and management
styles within the command structure produces a flexible, coherent and resilient team .
There is an urgent need for the development of Area ba sed public order command
teams to help achieve this .

MP
S

The depth of the analysis within this debrief was possible because of the genuine
openness, constructive comment and de s ire to get it right the next time shown by
every interviewee . It is encouraging that so many officers of all ranks and civilian
colleagues took the time to voluntarily contribute to the debriefing process .
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Finally, this report is a testament to the hard work, dedication and professionalism
of my small debrief team . They have given me total support throughout and I wish
to record my sincere appreciation and thanks to them for a difficult job well done .

December 1994

David Kendrick
Commander (Operations)

MP
S
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No 3 Area (North East) Headquarters

This report will be in four sections :-

Section one pages 1 - 2
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CONTENT S

Provides a brief overview of the background to this event .

Sect ion two pages 3 - 1 0
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Describes in chronological order what happened on the day of the event . This has been
drawn from debrief interviews with nearly all the commanders on the day, a number of
PSU personnel and many of the key support functions . The channel logs in the Special
Operations Room and the audio recording of the main channels were analysed . An
ANACAPA analysis was undertaken to assist with this task .

Di

Section three pages 1 1 - 33

An explanation as to how the events detailed in section two occurred . In doing so
recommendations about policing future public order events will be made where
appropriate .
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Section four pages 34 - =!~~

Discusses and makes recommendations on other issues which have not been highlighted
in section three . These will include problems of command structure, equipment and
training .

Section five pages 50 - 6 9

MP
S

All recommendations repeated in group format .

1 .1 .0

BACKGROUN D
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SECT I ON ON E

1 .1 .1 Prior to this event the opposers of the Criminal Justice Bill, organised two
large events and numerous smaller ones (three of which caused problems) .
The three small events were :-

1 .1 .2 Wednesday 8th June 1994, a picket outside the Palace of Westminster.
Demonstrators chained themselves to the railings .

sc

1 .1 .3 Wednesday 20th July 1994 - a petition to Hackney Town Hall . Twenty
demonstrators rushed the building, six arrests were made .

1 .1 .4 Wednesday 5th October 1994 - a petition to Downing Street . Th e
petitioners arrived with a tank and a dinosaur on a flat back lorry . N o
disorder occurred . Traffic flow was seriously effected .

Di

The two main events were:-
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1 .1 .5 Sunday 1st May 1994, calling themselves the 'Advance Party' th e
organisers made arrangements with police for a march between Hyde Park
and Trafalgar Square . The organisers expected 10,000 supporters, on th e
day 6,000 demonstrators attended the event . They were policed by 1 1
Inspectors, 39 Sergeants and 264 Constables .

1 .1 .6 From the start it was evident that a large number of protestors had bee n
drinking and were intent on provoking a confrontation with police . Ther e
was a sit down in Park Lane . As officers lost sight of one another en route ,
fifteen protestors attacked a police Sergeant . Once the march reache d
Trafalgar Square missiles were thrown at police . Level I's in protectiv e
clothing were deployed to the Square whilst unprotected officers wer e
withdrawn . The sound system refused to switch off at 6 .00pm as previousl y
agreed .
1 .1 .7 Thirteen arrests were made, and two police officers were injured .

MP
S

1 .1 .8 Sunday 24th July 1994 a second march from Hyde Park to Trafalga r
Square was arranged by an umbrella group including the Advance Party ,
calling themselves the Coalition Against the Criminal Justice Bill . This tim e
the organisers expected the support of 25,000, in fact 20,000 peopl e
attended . This demonstration was policed by 134 Inspectors, 41 4
Sergeants and 2714 Constables .
-1-
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1 .1 .9 Many of the crowd attempted to provoke police, but the non reaction fro m
officers meant that much of the march passed without incident . However ,
at Downing Street, groups numbering no more than 100 at any one tim e
attempted to break down the gates, they were dispersed by mounted an d
shield serials . This incident lasted approximately one hour and the Downin g
Street gates were damaged . Demonstrators in Trafalgar Square thre w
missiles at police, others climbed into the fountains . At 7 .OOpm they bega n
to disperse . The disorder was confined to a group of no more than 20 0
people.
1 .1 .10 Twelve arrests were made and two police officers were injured .
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1 .2 .0 This de-brief enquiry concerns the events of :-

1 .2 . 1 Sunday 9th October 1994 another march and rally organised by The
Coalition Against The Criminal Justice Bill .
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1 .2 .2 The assembly for the march was at Victoria Embankment . The march was
due to begin at 1 .OOpm and go to Hyde Park via Horseguards Avenue ,
Trafalgar Square, Regent Street, Piccadilly, Park Lane and Hyde Park Reformers Tree . The organisers expected an attendance of 40,000 . Th e
number of demonstrators on the day was estimated to be 20,000 . The
policing strength was 120 Inspectors, 320 Sergeants and 2394 Constables .
Of these 1 Inspector and 33 Constables failed for one reason or another to
attend .
1 .2.3 This was a reduction in staffing of 14 Inspectors, 94 Sergeants and 320
Constables from the event on Sunday 24th July 1994 . However the Specia l
Branch threat assessment seemed to endorse this reduction .

MP
S

1 .2.4 To date 397 police officers have reported injuries sustained during th e
event . The vast majority of these were minor and did not result in th e
officers being placed sick . There have been 53 arrests mostly for publi c
order offences to date although the 1 Area (Central) AMIP enquir y
continues and more arrests are anticipated .

-2-
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SECTION TWO
WHAT HAPPENED ?

2 .1 .1

1117hrs

One hundred and fifty persons were already at the assembl y
outside the Embankment Underground Station . It was
established that there would be only twenty two stewards fo r
the event . More people were arriving continuously from th e
underground station and Charing Cross main line station .

2 .1 .2

1130hrs

Two serials arrived on ground assigned to police th e
assembly of the march and then subsequently to accompan y
the rear of the march . These were assisted by two serials o f
Mounted Branch officers .

sc

2 .1 .0

Di

2 .1 .3 The entire north and southbound carriageways of the Victori a
Embankment had been closed to traffic to allow the march to
assemble with its head at Hungerford Bridge facing toward s
Westminster .

2 .1 .5
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2 .1 .4 1215hrs The Embankment Area was very congested wit h
demonstrators . Demonstrators were arriving fro m
Westminster Underground Station, Embankment Undergroun d
Station, Charing Cross main line station and by coach .
Difficulty was experienced getting people to the rear of th e
assembly if they were arriving from the Westminster or th e
Northumberland Avenue side of Hungerford Bridge . There
was very little room for people to pass down the side of th e
assembly to join the rear .
1245hrs

The stewards were in control of the official head of the marc h
which included several MPs and celebrities . There were u p
to five hundred other people to the side and in front of thes e
stewards. The plan for a sterile area between the head of th e
march and the two foot duty marching serials, supported b y
two Mounted Branch serials, was not possible to maintain .
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2.1 .6 1250hrs The Embankment and Westminster underground station s
were both closed . Embankment was closed to avoid crushin g
by people leaving the system and trying to join the assembly .
Westminster was closed to prevent people joining the head o f
the march . The assembly was over crowded and there wa s
a general impetus to start the march .

-3-

1253hrs

The march begins seven minutes early and immediately th e
official head of the march is overtaken by several hundre d
people who seem to be intent on not complying with either th e
stewards or the police .
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2 .1 .7

2 .1 .8 At the rear of the march are two sound systems . One o f
these follows the march and is subsequently joined (literall y
by a piece of rope) by a camouflaged transit type van . Th e
other sound system did not join the march at this stage .
1305hrs The front of the march passes Horseguards Avenue junctio n
with Whitehall without incident. The two serials at the front o f
the march are now having great difficulty in keeping a steril e
area between them and the demonstrators . Problems wer e
also experienced with numerous media personnel takin g
pictures of the march .

2 .1 .1 0

1325hrs The main march is still passing Horseguards Avenue junctio n
with Whitehall without incident . Officers at the front of th e
march are being spat on, having horse manure thrown a t
them and rubbed into them, being hit by sporadic missiles an d
are being assaulted by punches and kicks from demonstrator s
who are amongst them .

2. 1 . 1 1

1332hrs

2. 1 . 1 3

2. 1 . 1 4

Di

Sackville Street junction Piccadilly Circus - Odd missiles
being thrown at police from demonstrators at front of march .
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2. 1 . 1 2
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2 . 1 .9

1335hrs The order is given to ensure that the sound systems at the
rear of the march are diverted off the route at Stanhope Gat e
junction with Park Lane .
1358hrs Reports were received that a small group of demonstrator s
inside Hyde Park were throwing missiles at police at the hea d
of the march .
1359hrs Officers at the head of the march are having sand and gravel
thrown in their faces, they call for assistance . The assistanc e

never arrives .

1405hrs

MP
S

2. 1 . 1 5

The head of the march enters H yde Park via Cumberlan d
Gate, having violently confronted Level 2 officers forming a
cordon at The Ring junction with Cumberland Gate .

- 4 -
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2.1 .16 Officers on standby at Cumberland Gate are surprised to see
the distress of the officers at the head of the march of whom
fifteen were injured, none seriously .
2. 1 .17

1416hrs

The barrier configuration at Park Lane junction wit h
Cumberland Gate preventing people from entering Marbl e
Arch caused a severe build up of demonstrators and som e
minor crushing occurred .
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2.1 .18 1440hrs The vast majority of the marchers were in Hyde Park .
Several confrontations had occurred at the cordon at Th e
Ring junction with Cumberland Gate . This cordon was
'advisory' and demonstrators could in fact by a slight detou r
regain entry to The Ring . Very few did this even thoug h
hundreds of them confronted police on the cordon from tim e
to time as the march entered the park .
1447hrs

The sound system which had been left behind by the marc h
at Victoria Embankment arrived at Hyde Park Corner. Th e
vehicle was corraled by police at Queen Mother's Gate .
There were about twenty people with it .

2. 1 .20

1453hrs

A decision is made to allow the sound systems to continu e
past Stanhope Gate to the top of Park Lane . A reconfigure d
barrier plan had been designed to divert them off the route, t o
allow ordinary traffic to flow north in the two offside lane s
thereafter .

FO
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2. 1 .19

2.1 .21 1500hrs The second sound system with the camouflaged van attache d
arrives at Achilles Way junction with Park Lane . The polic e
serial with it are embussed and the sound system is allowe d
to continue unescorted north in Park Lane .
2.1 .22 1510hrs A large crowd begin to move from Hyde Park back into Park
Lane to dance around the two sound systems . As the sound
systems pass Brooke Gate the demonstrators are densely
packed around them covering the entire northbound
carriageway and pavement in Park Lane .

MP
S

2 .1 .23 1515hrs Nineteen serials (430 officers) were dismissed . These were
Sector 1 and 2 non shield Level II officers . The march had
passed through both those Sectors .

- 5 -

1530hrs
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2 .1,24

All three sound systems were now at a stand still and stuc k
north of Brooke Gate in Park Lane . The re-configured barrie r
system at the junction of Marble Arch appeared from a
distance to be an absolute cordon across Park Lane . Th e
demonstrators showed no intention of continuing north in Par k
Lane towards Cumberland Gate .
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2 .1 .25 Three embussed PSUs in nine carriers deployed inside Hyd e
Park to assist with a "unit" requiring assistance . There was
no trace of this incident . One 'fully kitted' serial was foun d
with their backs to the railings inside Hyde Park north of
Brooke Gate surrounded by demonstrators . This serial was
not under attack . The three PSUs assist with the withdrawa l
into Park Lane of the foot serial and returned, to standby nea r
Queen Mother's Gate inside the park .

Di

2.1 .26 The three PSUs then respond to more calls for assistanc e
inside the park from Mounted Branch officers . Mounte d
Branch officers are surrounded by demonstrators and in orde r
to withdraw repeatedly charge the demonstrators to creat e
some space . The PSU's Commander then deploys to protect
a 'fully kitted' foot serial who are under attack near the Te a
House in the middle of Hyde Park .
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2.1 .27 One carrier is deployed to push demonstrators away from th e
police officers . There are now approximately one hundre d
'fully kitted' police officers on foot in the middle of the park
together with about twenty Mounted Branch officers .

2.1 .28 Eventually all the foot duty officers withdraw from Park Lan e
through Mount Gate . The Mounted Branch officers exit th e
park near either Queen Mother's Gate or Cumberland Gate .

MP
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2.1 .29 1554hrs Officers at the new barrier system who were channelling th e
demonstrators into the nearside funnel from Park Lane int o
Cumberland Gate came under missile attack . The first soun d
system is in the northbound offside lane and making slo w
progress towards the barriers . Five officers make contact with
the driver of the sound system and walk in front of it guidin g
the vehicle towards the barriers .

- 6 -
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2 .1 .30 Police cordons are deployed to the rear of the demonstrator s
near Brooke Gate to form an absolute cordon . A sweep of
the central reservation clears most demonstrators back into
the northbound carriageway . Authority to "kit-up" with shield s
is given .

1557hrs A noxious liquid is sprayed over officers on the barriers nea r
the first sound system . Tens of officers are injured an d
several collapse to the roadway . A "normal" missile attac k
ensues .

2 . 1 .32

1600hrs

The first sound system drives into the sterile area in the
offside northbound carriageway of Park Lane leaving nearl y
all the demonstrators behind . This vehicle was then escorte d
around Marble Arch and along Bayswater Road where i t
made its own way away from Hyde Park . This vehicle wa s
not seen again by police .

2 .1 .33

1602hrs

The second sound system with the camouflaged van attached
had manoeuvred itself to the inside lane of Park Lane
northbound . It was not possible to divert this sound system .
An order is subsequently given to allow this sound system
into Hyde Park .

2 . 1 .34

1645hrs

The second sound system enters Hyde Park .

2 . 1 .35

1651 hrs The demonstrators dissipate into Hyde Park but several
hundred remain close to the police cordons on the centra l
reservation in Park Lane near the junction with Cumberlan d
Gate . Level I serials start to be withdrawn to be replaced b y
unprotected Level II officers in an attempt to diffuse an y
disorder . Several missile attacks are made upon withdrawin g
serials who stand their ground .

Di
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2 .1 .36
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2 . 1 .31

1727hrs Level I serials were still being ordered to withdraw and still
coming under sporadic missile attack in Park Lane .

MP
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2 .1 .37 1731 hrs Mounted Branch officers still under sporadic attack insid e
Hyde Park . 'Fully kitted' foot duty officers remain deploye d
inside the park to assist . This incident has been runnin g
since 1530hrs .

2 .1 .38 1751 hrs Order given for all officers to withdraw from Hyde Park .

- 7-
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2.1 .39

1756hrs

Serials still entering Hyde Park to assist the officer s
withdrawing . Park Lane clear of demonstrators . Mounte d
Branch officers deployed to assist foot duty officers to
withdraw from park .

2.1 .40

1802hrs

Further order given to withdraw from Hyde Park .

Withdrawal completed . Serials under heavy missile attack as
they leave park opposite the BMW garage in Park Lane .
Several short shield advances are made from the northboun d
carriageway of Park Lane to the park railings to deter
demonstrators from throwing missiles .

2. 1 .42

Officers call for urgent assistance . Twenty-four carriers
attend only one PSU having been assigned .
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2.1 .4 1 1806hrs

2. 1 .43

1816hrs

2.1 .44

1842hrs Many carriers abandoned in Park Lane northbound north of
the BMW garage .

2. 1 .45

1856hrs Level I Commanders seek permission to deploy inside th e
park railings to disperse the crowd . Authority denied becaus e
of safety worries for police officers . Serious disorde r
continues numerous further short shield advances are made .
All officers are ordered to withdraw to the east side of th e
central reservation, to reduce the number of injuries sustaine d
from missiles .

Di

1918hr s Three Level I PSUs reinforce the cordon on the centra l
reservation outside the BMW garage . Short shield advance s
to the railings continue .

MP
S

2. 1 .47

FO
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2. 1 .46

Numerous carriers are blocking northbound Park Lane . Th e
majority of which have no drivers . Demonstrators' coache s
with demonstrators wishing to leave are unable to do so du e
to police carriers blocking the road . Several more short shiel d
advances to the railings are made . Some carriers are re positioned allowing demonstrators' coaches to leave .

Reports of park furniture being destroyed and used as
missiles were received from S012 officers inside the park .

-8-
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2 .1 .48 1952hrs The preparations for a sweep of the demonstrators within th e
park are well advanced . Several serials who are planned t o
be an integral part of the sweep are involved in the serious
disorder in Park Lane .
2001 hrs

The Bronze Commander on scene at the serious disorde r
outside the BMW garage in Park Lane asks for consideratio n
to be given to make available to him the use of baton gun s
and CS gas .

2 . 1 .50

2013hrs

The Bronze Commander at Marble Arch requests further
serials to reinforce a cordon across Oxford Street at the
junction with Marble Arch .

2.1 .51

2019hrs

The fifteen PSUs at Wellington Arch are still on standby
awaiting deployment .

2 .1 .52

2032hrs

The crowd inside the park opposite the BMW garage are
reported to be moving north towards Marble Arch .

2.1 .53

2038hr s

Eight PSUs from Wellington Arch are deployed . The
remaining seven PSUs are not deployed .

2. 1 .57

Nearly all the demonstrators inside Hyde Park are reported to
be moving towards Marble Arch .

2046hrs The police helicopter using "nightsun" and "skyshout" war n
the demonstrators of the impending police sweep of the par k
and advise them to leave .
2048hrs A sweep of the park from the southern end to Cumberlan d
Gate begins. The simultaneous sweep from Cumberlan d
Gate to the south of the park fails to take place immediately .
2059hrs

MP
S

2. 1 .58

2045hrs

FO
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2. 1 .56

Di

The Bronze Commander at Marble Arch repeats his request
for reinforcements at the Oxford Street cordon .

2. 1 .54

2.1 .55

sc

2 .1 .49

Nearly all the demonstrators inside the park have exited int o
Park Lane near Speakers Corner in front of the sweepin g
police line .

-9-
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2 .1 .59 The Oxford Street cordon comes under severe pressure and
is breached . More than fifty windows are destroyed in Oxford
Street as between fifty and two hundred demonstrators mov e
down Oxford Street towards Oxford Circus .

2104 h rs Mobile PSUs and Mounted Branch deployed into Oxford
Street to detain the suspects . The now reinforced cordon a t
Oxford Street junction with Marble Arch is secured . Hyd e
Park itself is clear of police and demonstrators .

2 .1 .61

2107hrs

Demonstrators outside MacDonalds and the Odeon Cinema
in Marble Arch are pushed north in Edgware Road .

2 .1 .62

2110hrs

Two windows destroyed in Edgware Road some arrests
made .

2 . 1 .63

2112hrs

A traffic solo officer requires urgent assistance in Oxfor d
Street junction with Regent Street . Units deployed from
Marble Arch .

Di
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2 .1 .60

Mobile PSUs now deployed to various locations in the West
End to disperse demonstrators and prevent crime .

2 . 1 .64

2159hr s

PSUs start to be dismissed .

2 . 1 .66

2315hrs

PIC and GT close down .

MP
S
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2 . 1 .65

- 10 -

3 .1 .0

HOW THE EVENT UNFOLDE D
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SECTION THRE E

3 .1 .1 Formal notification of the intention to hold a march and rally in connectio n
with the Coalition Against the Criminal Justice Bill was received in th e
Public Order Branch (T020) on 4th August 1994 . Thereafter six meeting s
were held between T020 Branch and the event organiser s
between 9th August 1994 and 6th October 1994 .

3 .1 .2 The organisers original intention was to hold a rally for 40,000 people i n
Trafalgar Square . Permission was refused by the Department of Nationa l
Heritage .

sc

3 .1 .3 Many alternative routes for a march and rally were discussed all of which
would culminate in a rally in Hyde Park .
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3 .1 .4 The organisers accepted the subsequently adhered to route on the 23r d
September 1994. Although they did include a caveat that two groups, wh o
had been part of the Coalition, had now apparently withdrawn thei r
membership . It was suggested that these two groups may pursue an
alternative route past Downing Street on the day of the event . The even t
organisers had permission from the Department of National Heritage to hol d
a rally in Hyde Park on the 9th October 1994 . They were specifically tol d
that they would not be allowed to play music .

FO
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3.1 .5 Police tried to negotiate a'vehicle free' march and in doing so finally agree d
to allow seven vehicles to join the rear of the march rather than the 3 0
proposed by3 These would include sound systems .
3.1 .6 The organiser stated there would be 120 stewards provided for the event .
In reality only 22 actually attended on the day .
3.1 .7 This wholly inadequate stewarding response from the event organiser ha s
been a feature of numerous previous events involving all manner of groups .
A proposed Service response to this was recommended within th e
'Scrutiny into the Public Order Commitments of the Metropolitan Polic e
Service' which reported in 1994 and has been agreed to by the Policy
Committee .

MP
S

3.1 .8 Recommendation 4 (Statement of Intent), 5 (Route Form), and 6 (Notes o f
Guidance for Event Organisers) should help impact this problem . Th e
preparatory work on these recommendations is now complete and they wil l
be available to the event planning team by early 1995 .
- 11 -
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3 .1 .9 As the entire geographical area of the march and rally was to be containe d
within 1 Area (Central) it fell to their ACPO officers to decide th e
appropriate command structure and rank of key personnel to police th e
event .

3 .1 .10 On the 3rd October 1994 a tactics meeting was held . This was intende d
to be for Gold and Silver to discuss and agree tactics with the Bronz e
Commanders .

sc

3.1 .11 The exercise was generally found to be very helpful and included imput s
from the specialist functions of S012 (Special Branch), T018 (POTC) ,
T020 (Public Order Branch), T027 (Mounted Branch), T028 (Dogs Section )
and the Directorate of Public Affairs . However, it appears that onl y
Superintendents or above were invited to the meeting as principals ,
everyone else was there to assist them . This meant that the two Bronzes ,
who were Chief Inspectors were not invited as principals .

Di

3.1 .12 The 'What If's' scenario in respect of each of the given geographical sectors
appear to have been thorough and to have met everyones needs . The
absence of the marching Bronze (a Chief Inspector) as a principal may
have resulted in a less vigorous examination of that role and the possible
'What If's' appertaining to it .
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3.1 .13 The information available prior to the meeting seems to have focused the
commanders attention to possible seats of disorder along the route of the
march . Therefore it was decided to route line the march with a 'show of
strength' at symbolic locations . The same attention may not have been
given to the rally and subsequent dispersal .
3.1 .14 The sector planning between each Bronze and their sub-Bronzes wa s
conducted some time after the main tactics meeting . Some Bronzes me t
with and discussed sector tactics to the extent of walking the route wit h
their sub-Bronzes, this appears to be good practice . Others did not discus s
tactics etc with their sub-Bronzes until the main briefing . This seems to
unnecessarily create fast time planning and decision making which can
never be as thorough as the same process when there are n o
unreasonable time constraints .

MP
S

3.1 .15 T018 officers were used on this event in the role of "Tactical Advisors" to
the principal Bronzes and Silver . The notion of "Tactical Advisors" is fully
supported . However, the differing manner in which they are used and the
requisite understanding of their role by both the Senior Officer and the
Advisors themselves suggests the need for some standardisation .

- 12 -
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Recommendation 1

A tactics meeting between Silver and Bronzes should include all
Bronzes for the event whatever their respective rank .

Recommendation 2

Every Bronze should plan the policing tactics for their sector including
`what if' scenarios with their tactical advisor before the main briefing
for the event .
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Recommendation 3

A training programme , including a job description ,
developed for the role of " Tactical Advisor " .

should be

Di

3.2 .1 The location for the assembly on Victoria Embankment had been advertise d
by4 prior to his meeting with police . Taking this into account wit h
other tactics, such as police and public familiarity with assemblies at thi s
location no police objection was made .

FO
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3.2 .2 The planned 'head of the march was to assemble under Hungerford Bridg e
across the entire width of Victoria Embankment facing west . The front o f
the assembly being so near to Embankment Underground Station mean t
that severe overcrowding problems developed . This in turn caused Britis h
Transport Police to close Embankment Underground Station on severa l
occasions . This meant several hundred people joined the assembly fro m
Westminster Underground Station or Embankment Place / Villiers Street.
3.2 .3 The entire width of Victoria Embankment having been given to the assembl y
meant people were unable to easily pass through the 'head' of the assembl y
to join the rear . This made the management of the 'head' of the march ver y
difficult . Numerous people were routed along Villiers Street and the Stran d
to join the rear of the march . The impetus to begin the march started t o
become irresistible .

MP
S

3.2 .4 Consequently the march began seven minutes early and in doing so ha d
developed a 'false' head of several hundred demonstrators who wer e
between the police lines and the line of stewards who held a rope acros s
the official front of the march .
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3.2.5 The overall assessment of the mood of the demonstrators at this time was
that many were non co-operative with police but little actual violence had
occurred .

Reco mme ndation 4

The Event Planning Team should ensure that the head of the
assembly cannot be infiltrated by people joining the assembly at the
front .

Recommendation 5

sc

The Event Planning Team should ensure that the assembly of a march
does not spread from one building line to another .

Di

Recommendation 6

The Event Planning Team should ensure that an assembly does not
take place directly outside a public transport terminal .

FO
IA

3.3 .1 At the rear of the assembly two sound systems were present . One of thes e
moved off with the march whilst the other remained behind to overcom e
some technical problems, Two PSU's escorted the sound system tha t
moved off . This vehicle was subsequently joined by a smaller one tha t
infiltrated the march near Trafalgar Square . These two separate vehicle s
(both with sound systems) were then joined by a rope as the smaller on e
continually broke down .
3 .3 .2 The Air Support Unit, due to be on ground assigned at 12 noon was not
available due to the weather until 1410hrs .

MP
S

3.3 .3 At the official head of the march was 5
the organiser, and a Chie f
Inspector who performed the role of a stewards liaison officer . The brief of
the marching Bronze was to maintain a gap between police and the head
of the march of about 50 yds throughout . The policing configuration at th e
head of the march was the Broadway vehicle, followed by 2 serials o f
Mounted officers and two unprotected Level II serials .

3 .3 .4 Virtually from the outset the head of the march was hijacked by a hardcor e
group of about 150, who detached themselves from the main march, thu s
creating a 'false head' . This group caused continual problems for th e
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officers at the head of the march . The organiser quickly disassociated
himself with this group and they remained unstewarded for the duration of
the march . As the march progressed so too did the level of abuse received
by police at the head of the march from this troublesome element . By
Piccadilly the size of the false head had swelled to about 500 largely due
to the presence of a hitherto unseen 'pedal power' sound system . 8
attempted to persuaded this sound system to withdraw and in doing so was
assaulted . Consideration was given to removing it using reserves, but this
was never done and it was left to roam freely between the official head of
the march and the false head .

sc

3.3 .5 Repeated requests were made of the marching Bronze to slow down th e
false head and this was done, however each time it resulted in an increas e
of violence and abuse to officers at the front . By Piccadilly, the violenc e
directed at the officers with the marching Bronze was considerable . H e
decided not to prolong the time these two serials were exposed to th e
violence and therefore refused to slow down the march anymore .

FO
IA

Di

3.3 .6 A lack of police presence at the barriers in Piccadilly enabled the crowd t o
have free reign, many climbed over these barriers . At this point the rout e
lining serials brief was to protect symbolic locations . They achieved this b y
posting the officers close to the building line, rather than the barriers, whic h
were in the centre of the carriageway . By Achilles Way the gap betwee n
the official head and false head was about 200 yds and increasing . In Par k
Lane protestors already inside Hyde Park, began to throw sand and grave l
in the eyes of police at the front of the march and assistance was called for .
A mobile reserve was assigned but assistance was not given . The tw o
serials at the front had to face the false head and walk backward s
northbound in Park Lane, to offer themselves some kind of protection .
Unavoidable arrests were made by these officers, resulting in their number s
being depleted by seven .

3 .3 .7 By this time the false head were engaged in almost continual violenc e
towards the marching Bronze and his officers . The fact that this group had
passed large numbers of police officers throughout the route of the marc h
without any intervention seemed to have boosted their determination t o
injure the officers with the marching Bronze .

MP
S

3 .3 .8 Throughout the route of the march media representatives added to th e
marching serials difficulties by moving between these officers and the fals e
head of the march taking pictures . This vexed problem is all the mor e
difficult to deal with as so many of the photographers at these events ar e
freelance or actually working for groups within the demonstration .
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3 .3 .9 A possible solution could be achieved by encouraging the medi a
representatives into the sterile area between the head of the march and th e
police marching serial at the assembly . On the understanding that they wil l
leave or be removed once the head of the march reaches a certain point .

Recommenda tion 7

sc
lo

Where possible, at the assembly , a photo call opportunity should be
provided for the media as the march sets off .

3 .4 .1 At Marble Arch a sit down occurred by the official head of the march, bu t
was dealt with by stewards . The barrier configuration caused a pinch-poin t
near Cumberland Gate delaying the progress of the crowd into the Park .
This appeared to fuel hostilities towards police and some demonstrator s
broke up the barrier line . Unprotected officers were deployed to recover th e
barrier line and sustained minor injuries from missile attacks in doing so .
This problem persisted for nearly half an hour, even though the marc h
continued to move slowly into the park .

A

Di

3.4 .2 The barriers at this location were not secured by clamps . To do so woul d
have meant that they needed to be put out thirty minutes earlier than the y
were . This would have created considerably more traffic congestion an d
would have needed to have been done by the barrier contractor s
themselves rather than police . The dilemma of the commander is clear bu t
our primary duty must be to protect our own officers and where th e
possibility of the demonstrators using the barriers against police exists thi s
should be prevented .

FO
I

Recommendation 8

Public order training should include some familiarisation with barrier
capabilities .

Recommendation 9

MP
S

The Event Planning Team should ensure that barriers, at locations
where disorder is anticipated, are of the double clamp/bolted variety .

3.5.1 It is a fact that no senior officer on the event understood the extent of th e
hostility directed at the two serials with the marching Bronze . Th e
perception of officers of varying ranks that lined the route was that whils t
- 16 -
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The experienced marching Bronze and his tactical advisor felt that a n
accurate picture of the problems had been articulated to G .T . Manifestly
this was not the case . This communication problem proved to be a
significant factor later in the day with several other experienced
commanders . The need for accuracy, brevity and speed, and the desire t o
convey a calm and collected manner is understood . However it appears i n
the absence of C .C .T.V. images put alongside that commentary, to have
created an impression in those officers that were removed from the seat o f
disorder, that whilst difficult, assistance was not immediately required b y
those respective commanders .

Rec o mmendation 1 0

Re commendation 1 1

Di

Whenever it appears from a message that a unit may require some
assistance the dispatcher/ writer must clarify the request , confirm it
has been met and pass it to the line command within G .T. for
information and any further action necessary .

FO
I

A

Where hostility towards police at the head of the march can be
expected , serious consideration should be given to employing Level
I officers suitably equipped from the outset for that purpose ._

Rec omme n dation 1 2

Where hostility towards police can be expected , serious consideration
should be given to employing specially selected Level I Mounted
Branch horses between the marching serials and the demonstrators .
Recommen dation 1 3

Mounted Branch should identify two serials of Level I horses who
would be suitable for this type of deployment . These horses should
be trained together in the requisite tactics.

MP
S

3.5 .2

su
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troublesome these demonstrators within the false head of the march were
not collectively assaulting the officers and damaging their clothing . This
may have been due to the speed of the march .
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Recommendation 1 4

Whenever marching serials are deployed at the head of the march, a
compliment of mobile Level I reserves should shadow the marching
serials, in order that assistance, if required, can be given immediately .

After consultation this sound system followed by the one that had been wit h
the rear of the march were allowed to make their way up Park Lane .
Because the march had gone into the park, it was decided to allow th e
sound systems to continue unescorted by the serials that had bee n
assigned to them . The rapport these officers developed with those peopl e
connected with the latter sound system was now lost . The first soun d
system was escorted by a Chief Inspector and two Constables only .

Di

3 .6 .2
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3.6 .1 By the time the rear of the march was entering Hyde Park, via Cumberlan d
Gate, the sound system which had been left behind at Victoria Embankmen t
arrived at Wellington Arch via a different route and was stopped by police .
The use of a police driver to remove the sound system (as it had bee n
abandoned for a few minutes by its driver) was considered an d
subsequently rejected .

A

3.6 .3 The sound system that had been on the march had repeatedly broken dow n
which was the reason for it being several hundred yards behind the rear of
the march . There had been several opportunities to subject this vehicle t o
a formal vehicle examination and in doing so effectively remove it from th e
march . However these were not taken . At this time a decision was also
made not to divert the sound systems off the route at Stanhope Gat e
(previously agreed between commanders and event organisers) but to allo w
them to go to the top of Park Lane .

FO
I

3.6.4 At the top of Park Lane, the barriers had been re-configured so that onl y
the pavement and inside lane were available to those few people with th e
sound systems to enter the park . The new intention was for the soun d
systems to go to the right of the barriers in the middle and offside lanes an d
to subsequently disperse into the Bayswater area . This new barrier syste m
was intended to facilitate the flow of ordinary traffic into Marble Arch fro m
Park Lane once the sound systems had gone through .

MP
S

3 .6 .5 However the sound systems attracted a migration of demonstrators fro m
within the park back out into Park Lane . By the time the sound system s
passed Brooke Gate they were engulfed by more than a thousand revellers .
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3.6.6 The new barrier configuration was reinforced by police carriers . Th e
intention of police to divert the sound systems at this point provided th e
revellers with a confrontation situation . When the crowd reached the ne w
barriers they refused to go any further. This brought the sound systems t o
a halt and in a very short space of time a considerable policing problem ,
which had not been anticipated, arose .

sc
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3.6.7 It is apparent now, that the decision to allow the large sound systems t o
travel up Park Lane, adjacent to the rally in Hyde Park was a mistake .
However, there was no specific intelligence to suggest they should not .
Indeed the Special Branch Threat Assessment suggested the presence o f
sound systems would "reduce the likelihood of any antagonism of police b y
the demonstrators" .

Recomme ndation 1 5

Recom mendation 1 6

Di

Where it has not been possible to negotiate a "no vehicles on a
march" policy with the Event Organiser, the Event Planning Team
should insist that any vehicle so attending, must be confined to the
rear of the march . Once the march has moved off no vehicle should
be allowed to subsequently join in .

FO
I

A

Where a vehicle is included in a march , (at the rear) , a compliment of
officers should be tasked with policing that vehicle and those around
it from a ss embly to ra lly , or th at point where the vehicle leaves the
march .

Recommen datio n 1 7

Where a plan has been agreed with the Event Organisers to facilitate
the departure of a vehicle from the march, this should be followed .

Recomme ndation 1 8

MP
S

Where a sound sy stem is not pe rmitted at the location of the rally it
should be removed from the march before it can be seen or heard by
the people at that ral ly.
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Recommendation 1 9

The tactical use of police drivers, and vehicle examiners should be
assessed as to their viability in connection with vehicles on the
march . A specific unit could be included in the operation order for thi s
purpose.

sc
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3.7 .1 The large number of people with the two sound systems spread across th e
northbound, southbound and central reservation of Park Lane . The initia l
tactic employed was one of containment . This was done using 'fully kitted '
Level I and Level II serials in absolute cordons across the whole of Par k
lane northbound and southbound south of the demonstrators . 'Fully kitted '
serials were also deployed effectively joining the southern cordo n
(described) with the cordon of officers at the newly configured barriers .
This meant the demonstrators were boxed in against the railings of Hyd e
Park by 'fully kitted' police officers . There remained an opening on th e
inside lane of Park Lane northbound and the adjacent footway into Hyd e
Park. However, virtually nobody chose to use it .

A

Di

3.7 .2 The new barrier configuration which was planned to facilitate the departure
of the sound systems and to allow traffic flow thereafter, gave th e
impression to police and demonstrators some distance from it, of being a n
absolute cordon . There was no longer any impetus for the crowd t o
continue north into Hyde Park . Several attempts were made by using th e
PA system on a police carrier to encourage the crowd to enter the barrie r
configuration and go into Hyde Park, allowing the sound system to b e
diverted . This was articulated, by both police and the event organiser M r
Bennett, to no avail .

MP
S

FO
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3.7.3 To defuse the situation an attempt was made to withdraw shielded Level I
officers and replace them with ordinary beat duty officers . It was hoped that
this approach would reduce the hostility towards police . The process o f
implementing this tactic took a considerable amount of time as many of th e
'fully kitted' officers seemed reluctant to withdraw . When withdrawing, th e
demonstrators did become more vociferous and there was some evidenc e
of increased missile attack . This meant some of the withdrawing serial s
responded in an unco-ordinated manner advancing towards th e
demonstrators whilst others were withdrawing .
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Recomme n dation 20

The use of a tactical withdrawal can be an effective manoeuvre in
many disorder situations . The apparent cultural abhorrence of this for
many officers must be addressed at training .

sc
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3.8.1 To facilitate the removal of the first sound system five officers in ordinar y
uniform walked in front of the lorry creating room for it to move an d
eventually it passed through the barriers into the sterile area . This process
took some considerable time and in reaction to it the remaining soun d
systems forced their way to the near side of Park Lane northbound and i n
doing so made it impossible for them to be diverted from the march route .
3.8 .2 It is a remarkable feature of this event that on many occasions officers i n
ordinary uniform were able to pass through a hostile crowd relatively safely .
Whilst the same crowd were seen to throw missiles at 'fully kitted' officer s
on cordons.

Di

3 .8 .3 Throughout this period of more than one hour, police officers wer e
subjected to sporadic missile attack, verbal abuse and in one case a
canister of CS gas was sprayed at officers causing discomfort and injurie s
to many of them .

FO
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3 .8 .4 The inevitable decision was made to allow the second sound system into
Hyde Park. It having been allowed to do so, the crowd rapidly entered th e
park and the immediate seat of disorder had been removed . The possibl e
scenario of confrontation between police and demonstrators regardin g
sound systems getting into the rally at Hyde Park had been explored in th e
planning stages . It was decided that the sound systems would not b e
allowed into Hyde Park unless preventing them from doing so was in itsel f
likely to cause disorder . The decision to re-configure the barriers in Par k
Lane at Marble Arch was taken in the belief that relatively few people woul d
be with the sound systems when they reached that point . Had it bee n
anticipated that the sound systems would be engulfed with revellers by that
point then the barrier re-configuration would not have been made . Indeed
the decision to allow the sound systems to go up Park Lane that far woul d
not have been made either .

MP
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3.8 .5 Arguably faced with the dilemma that occurred, the barriers should hav e
been returned swiftly to their original configuration . Both the soun d
systems, together with revellers, should have been allowed to continue int o
the park .
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3.8.6 It is a matter of fact that a large prolonged confrontation between police i n
full kit and revellers occurred with the end result being one sound syste m
was diverted and one was allowed in the park . The gain from the whol e
confrontation for police was negligible .
3.8.7 It is also a matter of fact that the large sound system that did enter the
park, once inside, caused no additional policing problem of note .

3.8 .9
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3.8 .8 During the Park Lane stand off both mounted and foot duty officers had
been deployed inside Hyde Park to reduce missile throwing at police lines .

A sub-Bronze and his PSU carriers were deployed by GT to deal with a cal l
for assistance inside the park, however no trace of this incident was found .
Upon withdrawal they noticed a foot duty serial in difficulty by the railing s
to Park Lane and assisted them to exit prior to returning to Queen Mother s
Gate on standby .

Di

3 .8 .10 Mounted officers at this stage were inside the park with their backs to the
railings of Park Lane, between Brook Gate and Cumberland Gate . Other
officers were also in the park including a T018 serial who were protecting
medics dealing with an injured member of the public . The mounted
protected T018 until they withdrew into Park Lane via the railings .

A sub-Bronze was deployed by GT to assist the mounted officers, however
en route diverted to assist a foot duty serial under attack near the "Tea
House" . This assistance was effected by deploying a single carrier to
distract the attentions of this crowd away from the serials . The officers on
the remaining 8 carriers were deployed on foot .

FO
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3.8 .12

A

3 .8 .11 Following this mounted officers came under almost immediate attack fro m
the large hostile crowd that had gathered . They attempted to creat e
'breathing space' by distancing the crowd several times, but eventually ha d
to split north and south to withdraw . The northern split withdrew vi a
Cumberland Gate and the southern split came under continued attack an d
called for assistance .

MP
S

3.8 .13 It is apparent that the officers deployed to this original assistance call wer e
in danger of being overwhelmed themselves . At this point several Chie f
Inspectors who had a mobile reserve or non sector five responsibilit y
deployed with their serials into the park . These deployments were mad e
without the authority of line commanders and largely without the knowledg e
of GT . It seems that an unco-ordinated attempt was made to form a
'bridge head' of officers from the railings of Park Lane into the park fo r
about 300 yards . This was to recover the officers who needed assistance .
-22-
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There is some evidence of antagonism and even open conflict between
Chief Inspectors, and PSU Commanders . Some serials were having
difficulty withdrawing through the gate in the railings due to the number of
officers entering the park by the same means . By this stage no-one had
an overview of proceedings and sight of the 'big picture' had clearly been
lost.
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3 .8 .14 The mounted officers withdrawing south exited via Mount Gate, howeve r
several were cut off and remained inside the park . The situation becam e
more confusing and chaotic with mounted, vehicles, Level I and Level I I
officers now inside the park confronting various large hostile crowds . Thi s
situation lasted for some time with no-one apparently in control and officer s
acting independently of others . The aerial pictures from the helicopter int o
GT were still unusable and continued to be so until 1735 hours due t o
transmitter difficulties .

Recom men dation 2 1

Di

3.8 .16 After some considerable time all police withdrew from the park via Quee n
Mothers Gate and Mount Gate . This followed repeated orders to withdraw
from Gold .

A

To fulfil the primary role of Silver, the principals knowledge and
correct understanding of the 'big picture' at all times is paramount .

Recommendation 2 2
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At many geographically large events the only place where Silver can
fulfil his /her primary role is in GT or the fully equipped Silver
Command Vehicle .

Recommend ation 23

MP
S

There is an u r gent need to revi ew the command structure at Bronze
level, including the Chief Inspector to PSU ratio , to streamline the
command decision making process .
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Recomm endatio n 2 4

There is an urgent need for tac tics for policing public disorder in large
open spaces.
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3.9 .1 Following police withdrawal violent confrontations continued in Park Lan e
opposite the BMW garage . Due to many police carriers being abandone d
in the northbound carriageway of Park Lane the area was heavil y
congested . This was exacerbated by the numerous PSVs and coache s
present as this was the agreed pick up point for demonstrators leaving th e
event .

A

Recomm enda tion 25

Di

3.9 .2 At about this time a call was made for urgent assistance in Park Lane .
Although only one unit was assigned to this call, approximately 24 carrier s
in convoy on blue lights and two tones attended from the direction of Marbl e
Arch . These carriers appeared to have had no Chief Inspector with them .
Upon arrival, many of these carriers were abandoned (some for over on e
hour) this added to the dispersal problems for coaches already exiting a s
by now a considerable area of the northbound carriageway was littered wit h
abandoned police vehicles . This situation existed for an extended period .
The abandoned carriers hampered policing tactics and helped to provide a
focus for the demonstrators . The inordinate amount of time spent b y
Commanders resolving the carrier problem should have been avoided .

Only public order tactically trained drivers should drive PSU carriers
at Public Order events . No vehicle should ever be left abandoned .

FO
I

3.10 .1 Many serials of 'fully kitted' Level I officers were now at this location
opposite the BMW Garage and many short shield advances were made
towards the crowd . Little was achieved as the vast majority of the crowd
were behind the railings inside the park itself and injuries were sustained by
police .

MP
S

3.10 .2 Eventually police withdrew from the railings and the northbound carriageway
to the east side of the central reservation, but remained within range of
some missiles . Leadership and discipline had become fragmented as some
serials acted spontaneously and were not under the control of their
supervisors .
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3.10.3 Commanders regrouped to discuss tactics and options to impact th e
situation . They were unable to come to a unanimous agreement . On e
officer felt an entry into the park to split and disperse the crowd was valid ,
others clearly disagreed feeling this was not viable . Eventually it wa s
decided to remain on the central reservation and employ T018 to do optio n
1's (Option 1 is an intermediate tactic used at the Notting Hill Carnival t o
make single arrests of serious offenders at a seat of disorder . It is done b y
using a serial of short shield officers forming a wedge to protect a no n
shield arrest team within it) . Whilst T018 did this all other units shoul d
have remained on the central reservation . Many option 1's were attempte d
but each time T018 advanced under heavy missile fire, other serials wen t
forward . Once again the problem of discipline and supervision arose .

Di

3.10.4 Due to the number of police casualties and some unverified informatio n
which suggested the demonstrators intended to handcuff police officers t o
the railings, Gold was asked to consider making available to the Bronz e
Commander at the seat of disorder Baton guns and CS gas . ( Afte r
consideration this request was rejected) . It had by this time becom e
apparent that some of the senior officers at the seat of disorder wer e
engaged in unco-ordinated deployments . The request to Gold was
therefore not made after consultation with the other senior officers at th e
seat of disorder . The regular discussions between the sector Bronze an d
the other Senior Officers failed to ensure that everyone would act togethe r
with a common purpose .

A

Recommend ation 26
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The key role and responsibility of PSU supervisors should be
emphasised at briefings . Extra time should be built into the PSU
briefing so that supervisors can discuss and inform their officers of
their standards and roles in an active disorder deployment situation .

Recommendat ion 2 7

MP
S

The review at recommendation 23 should include an analysis of the
need for a mobile reserve Bronze who could where appropriate take
charge of a serious disorder situation .
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Recommendation 28

If the review process endorses the provision of a mobile reserve
Bronze a unique protocol should be designed for individual events
between sector Bronzes and the mobile reserve Bronze .
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3.11 .1 Throughout the course of this disorder communications with GT wer e
limited . The fixed CCTV did not cover this part of Park Lane . As a result
GT had little knowledge of just how bad this situation was . Many reserve s
to the north and south of Hyde Park were 'fully kitted' and available bu t
never considered for deployment . It is a fact that no-one, apart from thos e
at the immediate seat of the disorder, knew the full extent of the situation .

Recommendation 2 9

Di

3.11 .2 The dirth of information given to the officers who were on reserve and th e
frustration and anger this caused them must be resolved . These officer s
relied upon reports from the BBC to inform them of at least some of what
was happening . In a perfect situation line managers should be able t o
satisfy the information needs of their staff . Time and again line manager s
seem unable to do this particularly when serious disorder has occured . Th e
principle of effective internal communication is an important one to th e
Metropolitan Police Service . To achieve this in the public disorder contex t
it may need the creation of a role with that specific responsibiliy .

A

The Directorate of Public Affairs should lead a review to produce
proposals to achieve effective information flow to officers on
reserve/standby at rendezvous points /holding centres .
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3 .12 .1 At one point in the evening, when the disorder in Park Lane was still acute ,
Silver, faced with increasing media pressure gave a short interview from th e
"Front Line" .
3 .12 .2 Given the environment and the many other problems which needed Silver s
attention it could be argued that the role of Silver at that time was no t
suited for media interviews .

MP
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3 .12 .3 At some Public Order events there is a stong case for appointing a Senior
Officer whose sole task would be to give, where appropriate, media
briefings . An example of this could be the local OCU Commander when
that officer has no operational role in the Public Order operation on their
Division .
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3 .12 .4 The overwhelming view of those debriefed was that taken as a whole, the
media coverage of the event, was both accurate and favourable towards the
Police Service .

3.12 .5 It is acknowledged that without the hard work and professionalism of th e
Directorate of Public Affairs (DPA) staff this would almost certainly not hav e
been the case .
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Recommendation 3 0

At appropriate events, a Senior Officer should be appointed whose
sole task is to work with the DPA staff to meet the demands of the
media .

Di

3.13 .1 It is inevitable that officers not directly engaged at the seat of seriou s
disorder will feel frustrated . This natural frustration is compounded by a
perceived failure in the performance of operational support to both th e
officers on reserve and those engaged in the front line . This was reinforce d
by the failure of Channel 49 transmissions from time to time throughout th e
event .

A

3 .13 .2 Specifically the availability of shields and the configuration of long and short
shields caused a great deal of anger . These were needed by officers that
were warned as shield serials but only allocated hired vehicles that did not
carry the requisite equipment . They were also required by Level II nonshield serials that became available for shield deployment .

FO
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3.13 .3 There is evidence of PSU commanders seizing equipment from techni c
vehicles that were manned by civilian personnel only, and of other officer s
helping themselves to short shields only which quickly led to a surfeit o f
long shields at the expense of short ones .

3.13 .4 It is also clear that the demands made of the technic vehicles wer e
increased by shield serials coming to the event without a full compliment o f
equipment. Even some Senior Officers and their entourage were withou t
shields when they came to the event .

MP
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3.13 .5 The acute problems of distribution of equipment from the technic vehicle s
was reflected in the horrendous shortfall in the return of equipment hande d
out from them . The loss to the Public Order Store from this event alone i s
250 short shields and 288 fire extinguishers .
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Recommendation 3 1

The Technic vehicles, equipped with R/T and mobile telephone, should
be individually deployed to pre-planned strategic locations so that
they can readily respond to demands made of them . Each vehicle
should have an officer posted to it to control the allocation of
equipment .
Recommendation 3 2
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Shields should be issued from the technic vehicle in accordance with
current training practices which means 16 short and 6 long shields .

Re commendatio n 33

There is a shortfall of approximately one thousand short shields
across the Service . Short shields cost £51 .00 each, therefore £51,000
is needed to completely alleviate this problem .
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3.14.1 On the day of the event, apart from the Level I TSG contingent, th e
operation involved 132 carriers . 81 were required for the 27 serials of Leve l
II protected officers . 51 were required for the 17 serials of non protecte d
Level II officers .
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3.14.2 Due to the poor state of the service carrier fleet TTR6 (Fleet Services) ha d
to hire 66 carriers . 17 of these were used by the protected Level II serials .
These serials found that the vehicles were too small to carry the requisit e
protective equipment, had no R/T set or police equipment (blue lights, tw o
tone horns etc) . Therefore these vehicles were totally unsuitable for thei r
deployment. Similar problems were experienced by those unprotecte d
serials in 'hire' vehicles that was subsequently ordered to obtain shields t o
become a 'fully kitted' Level II protected serial .

Reco m mendation 3 4

MP
S

Where shield serials are unavoidably allocated 'hire vehicles', these
vehicles must be able to comfortably carry 10 passengers and all
protective equipment including shields . If this is not possible then an
additional vehicle (van) needs to be hired for each PSU to carry
equipment alone .
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Recom mendation 3 5

Every effort should continue to be made to upgrade the Service carrier
fleet .

Recommendation 3 6

sc
lo

It is legitimate to deploy Level II officers as ordinary foot duty serials .
When doing so it is vital that those officers clearly understand that
they are not required to bring Public Order kit and will not be used as
shield serials .

Recommendation 37

Supervisors must ensure that their serial has all the requisite
equipment before leaving Division . (This also applies to senior officers
and their staff .)

A

Di

3.15 .1 The problems for officers were in many cases exacerbated further b y
insufficient or inappropriately packaged refreshments . It is particularly
galling for officers when they have to queue with people from other service s
for refreshment from the volunteers of the Salvation Army . When the y
know that this Service has its own mobile catering facilities, ('Teapot On e
& Two') .

FO
I

3.15 .2 There is a difficulty in redeploying 'Teapot One' or 'Two' because neithe r
vehicle has either a radio or a phone . At present a catering officer has t o
drive from Buckingham Gate to wherever they are located to redeploy o r
dismiss them .
3.15 .3 The snack box provision does not meet the needs of many officers whe n
the tour of duty is in excess of 12 hours . Officers deployed for extende d
periods in full kit require more liquid refreshment than is currently supplied .

Recomme ndat ion 38

MP
S

The current snack box should be reconfigured to hold a resealable
bottle of liquid .
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Recommendation 3 9

The event planning team should ensure that Special Events Catering
provide an additional bottle of water for each member of a shield
serial within that officers snack allocation .

Recommend atio n 40

sc
lo

The event planning team should request a larger snack for each
officer who is expected to perform a tour of duty in excess of 12
hours .

Recommendation 4 1

Recomme ndation 42

Di

`Teapot One' should be available for rapid deployment on every event
which has 15 or more PSUs . Responsibility for its deployment should
rest with the Staff Officer in GT .

When deployed , mobile catering ( ' Teapot One' and 'Two ' ) should be
provided with mobile phones .

FO
I

A

3 .16 .1 There had been serious public disorder opposite the BMW garage fo r
several hours and seeing no immediate resolution, a new option wa s
sought . Commanders feared that a withdrawal of police from Park Lan e
would endanger Mayfair .
3 .16 .2 Prior to the event contingencies were discussed concerning a clearance o f
Hyde Park following a rave, and it was stressed that this would be done, i n
a northwesterly direction, away from Oxford Street .
3 .16 .3

A new plan was developed consisting of a simultaneous north and sout h
push to send all remaining demonstrators east to Park Lane, where the y
would be dispersed .

MP
S

3 .16 .4 This plan was designed without an accurate understanding of the intensity
of the serious disorder opposite the BMW Garage in Park Lane . Had the
plan worked (which it didn't), the hostile demonstrators would have been
either pushed into the serials they had been attacking for some hours, or
they would have been squeezed against the chest high railings . The
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Commanders present at the seat of disorder had no knowledge of this plan
and subsequently believed that had it been executed correctly there could
have been serious implications for public safety and disorder .

sc
lo

3.16.6 The sweep was planned without utilising the Reserve Co-ordinator in GT .
At least 15 Level II PSUs were available to the Reserve Co-ordinator but
not used . The deployments themselves were passed to GT over th e
command channel, who were then expected to post the units as required .
Very few people were told what their role would be upon deployment . It
was decided that once all the units were on their new ground assigned, th e
details of how the planned sweep would work would be broadcast . This
broadcast never happened .
3.16 .7 When attempting to assign units for the sweep it was apparent that man y
PSU's were not in fact where GT or the Command Vehicle thought the y
were . Many were unavailable for further deployment because they wer e
engaged opposite the BMW garage .

Di

3.16 .8 It appears that the Bronze Command Vehicle had assumed the role of a
Silver Command Vehicle . This vehicle which is a transit type van simpl y
does not have the resources to be anything other than 'a large clip board '
for its principal . The problem of its mis-use may be partly evidenced by th e
Central Area's insistance in calling this vehicle the Silver Comman d
Vehicle .

FO
I

A

3 .16 .9 The formulating of a new tactical sweep plan from this vehicle without th e
knowledge of current postings and without an imput from the Reserves Co ordinator was always going to be problematic . The desire to create an d
execute a new tactic quickly, meant that the resources of GT were arced .
Ironically the extreme problems with getting all units in position meant tha t
the lead time between the plans inception and its deployment was probabl y
2 hours . This is longer than it may have taken the Reserves Co-ordinato r
to do so in GT.

Recommen datio n 43

MP
S

Whenever a Command Vehicle is used in conjunction with a control
room , a protocol should be established between these two functions ,
so that each understand the others role .
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Recommendation 4 4

When deployed at a public order event the vehicle should be crewed
by officers with experience of control room procedures and public
order tactics.

Recommendation 45

sc
lo

Officers employed on the Command Vehicle should only act as a
conduit for communication with their principal, they should not make
unilateral decisions without the principals knowledge .

Recommendation 4 6

All actions required and decisions taken through the Command
Vehicle should be recorded therein .

Di

3.17 .1 The sweep from the south to the north began in response to the crow d
beginning to move that way . This could have been due to th e
demonstrators having a stolen police radio and radio scanners . The
northern sweep to the south was not ready and therefore the swee p
became a south to north east push, onto Marble Arch .

A

3.17 .2 All these factors, coupled with the main issue, that no-one had knowledg e
of the big picture, led to the subsequent confusion and failure of th e
proposed sweep .

FO
I

3 .17 .3 Due to the fact that the southern sweep did not occur the demonstration s
exited the park at Cumberland Gate/Marble Arch . Owing to poo r
communication serials around the Marble Arch area were not expectin g
such an influx of demonstrators .

3 .17 .4 A Bronze had requested on two occasions for additional personnel to re enforce the cordon at Oxford Street, however the urgency of this reques t
was not stressed, and no reply was forthcoming from GT .

MP
S

3 .17 .5 The cordon at Oxford Street was not strong enough to prevent the
demonstrators entering and approximately 200 demonstrators caused
criminal damage to over fifty shop premises . Similar damage on a much
smaller scale also occurred in Edgware Road . Mobile units were eventually
deployed to both locations and subsequently the crowd was dispersed .
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3.17.6 During the latter part of the evening many officers became involved wit h
prisoners and were detached from their PSUs . GT, and therefore PIC ,
closed by 2315hrs . This was long before many of these officers ha d
finished dealing with their prisoners . These officers were then referred t o
the 1 Area (Central) AMIP team to state their welfare needs in respect o f
transport etc by Information Room . This placed an unecessar y
administrative burden on the AMIP officers .

sc
lo

Recommendation 47

The PIC should establish that every officer at either a charge centre
or a hospital has been accounted for in respect of their welfare needs
prior to the PIC closing .

Recommendation 48

MP
S

FO
I

A

Di

All operational officer s mu st be briefed that upon arrival at a charge
centre etc , they should contact PIC . This should not be left until the
officers are ready to be reun i ted with their serials .
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SECTION 4

4.1 .1 This section will briefly examine some issues which whilst not developed i n
the foregoing analysis of the event itself are nevertheless vital to the overal l
effectiveness of the police operation .

A. Senior Officer s

sc
lo

4.1 .2 These are :-

B . The Senior Investigating Officer and Intelligence Co-ordinato r
C . Special Operations Room - 'G .T, '
D . Medics and Evidence Gatherers
E . The Air Support Uni t

Di

F. The Police Information Centr e

MP
S

FO
I

A

G . The Future Structure of Debriefs of Public Order Event s
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A.

4 .2 .1 It is important for everyone to value those relatively few senior officers wh o
put themselves directly at the "sharp end" by taking on command position s
at public order events . The fact is the vast majority of their peers will neve r
be vulnerable to the type of criticisms that inevitably follow when th e
policing of a public order event includes a "warts and all" debrief whe n
serious disorder has occurred .

sc
lo

4.2 .2 The interaction of people in a'live', dynamic, rapidly changing situation, wil l
also bring with it some problems . It is therefore essential that a tea m
working relationship is fostered . This will help dissipate some of th e
problems which were a feature of both this and many other public orde r
events .

Recommendation 4 9

Recommenda tion 50

Di

The Commander (Ope rati on s) s hould be personally responsible for the
selection , training and development of all CADRE officers on his /her
Area .

FO
I

A

Each Area should develop its own Public Order Management team .
This should include officers trained in the roles of : Gold, Silver,
Bronze, Bronze Reserves Co-ordinator, Senior Investigating Officer,
and Intelligence Co-ordinator .

Recommendation 5 1

These officers should undertake a 'T018' led table top exercise once
every twelve months .

Re commendation 5 2

MP
S

Each Area team should hold a seminar on current Public Order issues
at least once every twelve months .
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Recommendation 5 3

When allocat i ng Bronze roles, the relative experti se and experience of
individuals should be assessed , in order that the most appropriate
officer has the role mo st relevant to his /her skills , knowledge , and
experience .

sc
lo

4.2 .3 A key aspect of preparatory work for Commanders when planning a policin g
operation in the public order context is training . It is acknowledged that th e
demands made on senior officers' time is greater now than ever before .
However, this service must have some 'without prejudice' sanctions for al l
ranks when, for one reason or another, individuals have been unable to
formally update their own training . The formal requirement for CADR E
refresher training is two days every four months .

Di

4.2.4 On the 9th October the Command Team consisted of 38 senior unifor m
officers, of these it could be argued only 4 need not have been currentl y
public order trained . Of the remaining officers, 14 had lapsed by at leas t
two months their requirement for refresher training . Of these 14, 4 had no t
been training for nearly two years, 1 for four years and 1 for five and a hal f
years.

A

4.2.5 Furthermore the number of events some officers had experienced, TSG an d
former TSG officers apart, bore no corrolation to the length of time they ha d
been trained .

Recommendation 5 4

FO
I

A formal requirement for refresher training (every 4 months) should be
introduced . Failure to retrain after 8 months should result in removal
from the authorised list . Non CADRE trained officers should not be
employed on public order events .

Recommendation 55

MP
S

Area Operations Offices should be given an updated list of currently
authorised CADRE officers every 8 months by P9 Branch .
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Recommendation-56

Newly trained officers should shadow their role , at least twice in the
first twelve months on appropriate events . An appropriate event
should be decided by each officers Commander (Operations) .

sc
lo

4.2.6 The current advanced public order training for Senior Officers does not full y
meet their event planning needs . This view is supported by anecdota l
evidence from many Senior Officers some of whom were not involved wit h
this event .

Recommendation 57

An event managers course for the roles of Gold and Silver should be
developed .

Di

4.2 .7 The post of Reserves Co-ordinator is a well established one . There seem s
though to be some debate as to how this role can be best performed .
There are two arguments, firstly there is a need for a "hands-off" logistica l
support for the reserves on behalf of Silver . Secondly that the reserve s
need an overall commander on the ground with them .

A

4.2 .8 Both of these views may be valid . The review at recommendation 27 in
this report will address the use of a mobile Bronze reserve .

Recommendation 5 8

B.

FO
I

The role of Reserve Co -ordinator is a logistical one and should be
located either in GT or a fully equipped Forward Command Vehicle .

THE SENIOR INVESTIGATING OFFICER (SIO) AND INTELLIGENCE
CO -ORDINATO R

MP
S

4.3 .1 The development of both the SIO and the Intelligence Co-ordinator role s
is led by the public order branch Training for both posts has bee n
developed and is recognised as providing an appropriate frame work fo r
individuals to build their own style and experience upon .
4.3 .2 The biggest challenge facing these two posts may be the need t o
overcome a seemingly sub-conscious cultural indifference to evidenc e
gathering and successful prosecutions, during the event itself . Th e
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management of intelligence and evidence, and its development where
feasible into presentable facts for court, needs to begin before the main
briefing of officers . Even more important is the need for it to be a primary
consideration for all the senior officers at the event .

Recommendation 59

sc
lo

Both the Senior Inve stigating Officer and the Intelligence Co -ordinator
should have a full structured imput to the main briefing process for
appropriate event s.

Recomme ndation 6 0

Every officer at a public order event, particularly commanders, must
consider the post event criminal investigation throughout the event .

A

Di

4.3 .3 There is no dispute that the Intelligence Co-ordinator should work to Gol d
and Silver as his/her main customer . The needs of the SIO will invariabl y
mean that a very close liaison both in the planning stage and on the day o f
the event with the Intelligence Co-ordinator is essential . There may b e
times during the event when the needs of Gold and Silver mean that th e
potential to gather evidence is lost, where these circumstances exist th e
Intelligence Co-ordinator should be the person responsible for managin g
this dilemma .

Recomme ndation 6 1

FO
I

Evidence gatherers should collectively come under the line command
of the Intelligence Co-ordinator through the SlOs representative within
the intelligence cel l .

MP
S

4.3 .4 There is a need for the criminal investigation aspect of public order policin g
to feature more prominently in all training at the POTC . Similarly there i s
a need to reduce the time AMIP officers have to spend in the initial stage s
of an enquiry familiarising themselves with the vagaries of public orde r
policing .
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Recommendation 6 2

A T018 officer should be attached to an AMIP enquiry into serious
public disorder .

Recommendation 6 3

sc
lo

Detective Training School (P9(3)) should include an appropriate input
on criminal investigations into serious public disorder on the initial
CID course .

Recommendation 6 4

Di

4 .3 .5 Every officer deployed at the seat of serious disorder is in reality present at
a crime scene when the crime is taking place . The amount of evidenc e
available to the AMIP investigation does not reflect this . Neither does th e
fact that the local authority were allowed to clean the crime scenes befor e
an investigator had access to it . Many items of destroyed uniform and eve n
damaged police vehicles could have been exhibits . Some were lost
because of the insistance by the relevant support department that a
replacement could only be issued when they were in receipt of the relevan t
item .

A

The need for and the integrity of exhibits should be emphasised at the
briefings of all officers .

FO
I

Recommendation 6 5

The Services Support Functions such as G3 stores and vehicle
workshops should not destroy potential exhibits without the authority
of the SIO .

MP
S

4.3.6 The following recommendations directly result from the experience of th e
investigative team for this event . Many of them have featured in previous
similar enquiries . They are supported by a great deal of anecdotal evidenc e
but should be self explanatory .
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Recommendation 6 6

The SIO should liaise with the Crown Prosecution Service to identify
a special case worker and a prosecution policy agreed with Gold prior
to the event .

Recommendation 6 7

sc
lo

However many charge centres are used , all prisoners should be sent
to a single magistrates court whenever possible.

Recommendation 6 8

T020 should develop a briefing package for hospital teams .

Recommendation 6 9

A

Di

The Public Order Branch should discuss with the Crown Prosecution
Service the possibility of rewording the schedule 1 production order
for media material . The order should include the requirement for
production statements by the individuals who created the respective
exhibits so they can be produced as evidence .

Recommendation 7 0

FO
I

The Intelligence Co-ordinator should task S012 branch to provide
information on specific topics before and during the event .

Recommendation 7 1

1 Area (Central) AMIP should supply T020 with a copy of the many
hybrid forms and other items of good practice they have developed .

MP
S

4.3 .7 The Intelligence Cell officers were all given conference call pagers with a
vibrate facility so that they could be kept up-to-date with an y
developments. The sector Bronzes often felt that they had a lack o f
information and were unable to satisfy the demands of their staff fo r
updates .
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Recommendation 7 2

The conference call pagers used by the Intelligence Cell should be
provided for Silver and each sector Bronze .

4.3 .8 The Form 3166 is disclosable in criminal and civil proceedings . The
completed forms for this event showed a wide divergence in standards o f
those officers completing them .

sc
lo

4 .3 .9 The form itself is not practicable for use when actually deployed out of th e
vehicle. Some serials were away from their vehicle or a police building fo r
several hours, therefore when completing Form 3166 the supervisor ma y
have to recall a great deal of data, some of which could be vital . This
appears in many cases to have contributed to the unacceptably vagu e
comments within the completed form .

Recomm endation 7 3

Recommen datio n 74

Di

T020 Branch should develop a pocket size note book to support the
accurate completion of the A4 size Form 3166 .

A

The warning on Form 3166 about disclosure should be highlighted in
larger print .

FO
I

4.3 .10 Only 40% of completed forms were handed in on the day of the event (th e
standing instruction is for all F3166 to be handed in prior to dismissal) . Th e
remaining 60% were sent to a variety of places, this seems in part to b e
because the address of the 1 Area (Central) AMIP office was not known .

Recommendation 75

The address/location of the post event incident room should be
included in the main operation order.

MP
S

4.3 .11 The agreement for a Public Order Intelligence System, as detailed in th e
'Scrutiny into the Public Order Commitments of the Metropolitan Polic e
Service', has been given by the Policy Committee .
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4 .3 .12 The administrative preparatory work including training programmes has
been completed and the system is effectively on line .

4 .3 .13 The optimal use of all the support functions particularly S03, Evidenc e
Gatherers, Intelligence Gatherers and the equipment needed by them ha s
not yet been achieved .

Recommendation 7 6

sc
lo

The Public Order Branch should lead a review to enhance the
operational effectiveness of S03, Evidence Gatherers and Intelligence
Gatherers at public order events .

C . SPECIAL-OPERATIONS ROOM ---'G .T. '

Di

4.4 .1 The precise nature of the role of GT can be confused . The vast majorit y
of Senior Officers seem to perceive it as a logistics function only, wherea s
a similar number of more junior officers expect GT to control the event .

A

4.4 .2 This in itself creates credibility problems when trying to provide an effectiv e
service from GT, . Each event is unique both in terms of the event itself an d
the different Commanders and PSU's working on it therefore there is a
need to clarify what is expected of the GT management on each occasion .

Recommendation 7 7

FO
I

A separate protocol for each event should be agreed between
Silver /Bronzes and the Bridge/Channel controllers within GT.

4.4.3 The most consistent complaint made of GT evolves from the time it ca n
take to give answers or make decisions . The current computer softwar e
sometimes dictates that seemingly simplistic requests from operationa l
officers cannot be met immediately . This problem is often excerbated b y
operational units failing to use their full correct call sign, or by assuming tha t
GT must already know of a particular situation .

MP
S

4.4 .4 By checking the written logs from GT for this event against the audio
recording of each channel, it was apparent that on many occasions th e
channel writer was unable to keep up with the amount of informatio n
coming into GT .
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4 .4 .5 On some occasions important requests were lost, and on others the actua l
nature of a request was changed inadvertently when precised by the write r
for the written log . This meant some key information was not available to
the Bridge and therefore possibly other affected commanders .
4 .4 .6 Other information was not recorded on the written log when officers wer e
allowed to speak to each other 'back to back', sometimes thes e
conversations included important new information .

sc
lo

4 .4 .7 Because there are numerous distractions for operational officers very ofte n
they are unable to monitor all that is developing on the radio channels .
Every officer with a radio should be able to rely on the fact that th e
controller of the radio channel, which they are working will automaticall y
provide an update of the current situation .

Rec ommendation 7 8

Di

4 .4 .8 It is also apparent that many officers assumed the entire route of the marc h
and the location of the rally were being filmed for viewing within GT . This
was not the case particularly in Park Lane, where CCTV cameras were no t
available for much of its length, and this was further compounded by th e
absence of Heli Teli .

A

T025 should investigate the viability of new computer software which
would provide both a split screen and mouse highlight function, as
featured in Microsoft Word .

FO
I

Recommendation 79

All GT writers should be trained in keyboard skills to attain a minimum
skill of 30 words per minute .

Reco mmendation 8 0

MP
S

When using a direct `unit to unit' facility on any channel, the
dispatcher should establish prior to the communication, whether the
units need any of their conversation to be recorded in the written log .
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Recommendation 8 1

Channel controllers should seek out and broadcast accurate, concise
situation reports at regular 15 minute intervals .

Recommendation 82

D.

sc
lo

Wherever possible the entire route of a march and rally should be
covered by CCTV available to GT . Where this is not possible officers
should be told so at the main briefing and required to supply updates
in respect of those locations .

MEDICS AND EVIDENCE GATHERER S

Di

4.5 .1 Research within the Public Order Branch is addressing the developmen t
of both the medics and evidence gatherers' roles . There will be a need fo r
the requisition of more reliable and sophisticated equipment for evidenc e
gatherers . Both the medic and evidence gatherers are of necessity part
time roles. It is therefore all the more important that training and th e
sharing of experiential learning is regularly undertaken .

A

4.5 .2 The refresher training of both Medics and Evidence Gatherers has becom e
in effect optional . The take up of refresher training places is often ver y
poor, and this is not discouraged by any sanctions against those officer s
who for whatever reason fail to attend allocated training .

FO
I

4.5 .3 The quality of service provided by some Medics and Evidence Gatherer s
is adversely effected by either or both a lack of training and suitabl e
equipment .

Recommendation 8 3

MP
S

A formal requirement for refresher training for medics and evidence
gatherers should be introduced (6 months) . Failure to retrain after 12
months should result in removal from authorised list . Non authorised
officers should not be deployed on Public Order events .
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Recommendation 84

Area Operations Offices should be given an updated list of currently
authorised medics and evidence gatherers every 6 months by P9
Branch .

Recomme ndation 85

sc
lo

The posting of Evidence Gatherers with level 1's should be reevaluated in order to ensure their most effective deployment .

Recommendation 8 6

E.

Di

The established ratio of 1 First Aider at Work to every 50 employees
should be adhered to in respect of medics for Public Order policing .
To achieve this at large Public Order Events each Area needs to have
an establishment of at least 25 currently trained medics .

THE . AIR SUPPORT UNI T

A

4.6.1 The extremely expensive resources spent on the ASU are not reflected i n
the use made of them at many public order events . This may be because
the provision of good quality images , let alone the aircraft itself, hav e
become unreliable . This was the case on the 9th October 1994 .

FO
I

4.6 .2 There is a need for the ASU to be helped to provide the high quality o f
service it would like to give to meet the needs of the service in general an d
public order commanders in particular . A suitable system in use by Greate r
Manchester Police can be purchased and installed currently at a cost o f
£252,796 plus VAT (see Appendix 3) .
4 .6 .3 The commitment of the aircrew is not in doubt, but experience has shown
a lack of evidential and public order tactical awareness on their part .

MP
S

4 .6 .4 Even without the benefit of CCTV pictures the potential remains for th e
aircraft to provide the essential over-view that is vital to commanders . The
interpretation of events and advice about appropriate tactics could in future
be provided by an . appropriately trained member of the aircrew . At this
event the communication process, particularly when images are no t
available , between the aircrew and the key commanders on the groun d
seemed at best to be mainly one-way (aircrew to the `bridge' in GT) .
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More could be done to task the aircraft effectively .

4 .6 .5 The relative strategic importance of the aircraft is not evidenced by th e
absence of a specific briefing for its crew or the lack of their own lin e
manager on the day of the event itself .

Recommen dation 87

sc
lo

The Department of Technology should urgently consider the
acquisition of an appropriate ' Hell Teli ' package .

Recommendation 8 8

Recommendation 8 9

Di

On public order events the aircraft should have an experienced
CADRE trained officer (probably Chief Inspector rank) on board the
aircraft.

A

The audio facility on the video recorder within the aircraft should be
switched off as a matter of good practice when taking images . The
recording of any commentary given by the aircrew may well be vital
evidence . Anything less than the highest professional standards is
not acceptable .

FO
I

Recommendation 90

MP
S

The media resources room including the ground support facility for
the aircraft s hould be under the line command of the information cell
manager (i .e. the Intelligence Co - Ord i nator for appropriate events) .
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F.

4.7.1 The overall impression of the PIC is that it provides a good service .
However as in every operational support function there are some mino r
changes of practice which should improve effectiveness .

sc
lo

4.7.2 The following recommendations are self explanatory . Collectively they wil l
help reduce the time officers are absent from their serials or delayed i n
getting dismissed .

Recommend ation 9 1

Refresher/familiarisation training should be provided once every 12
months for PIC staff .

Recommendation 9 2

Recomme n dation 9 3

Di

Every charge centre should have allocated to it a vehicle and driver to
expedite the officers return to their serial .

A

Officers in charge of Hospital Teams should prior to the event , ensure
they have the provision of phones and a fax machine in the location
allocated to them at the ho s p i tal .

FO
I

4.7 .3 There is a large degree of overlap between the respective duties of th e
P.I .C. supervisors and the function which has become known as th e
'welfare team' .

MP
S

4.7 .4 Unless hospitals, in particular, are overwhelmed with police casualties, the n
the support needed by injured officers is almost invariably met by th e
posted hospital evidence gathering team . Therefore, the Inspector on th e
Welfare Team (1 Inspector and 1 PC only) tends to be supernumerary an d
spends his/her time within the PIC itself . This appears to be a waste o f
resources.

4.7 .5 There is no `job description' for the Welfare Team . The officers so
employed are not specially trained in welfare matters . At present this
posting seems to be whatever the individual officer chooses to make it .
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4.7 .6 There is no direct connection with the Occupational Health and Safet y
Branch (OH8) and in reality it is that Branch which has the expertise t o
provide a welfare service . In practice this service is very rarely needed a t
the time of the event . OH8 do provide a Post Traumatic Stress De-Brie f
which is generally used in the days following an event . However a facilit y
to obtain such specialist help should be available on the day if required.

Recommendation 94

sc
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The function of the Welfare Team should be absorbed within the PIC .
A Sergeant and a driver or Constable should augment the PIC staff for
this purpose .

Recommendation 95

Recommendation 9 6

Di

The Public Order Branch should provide a brief 'job description' for
the Sergeant detailed in recommendation 94 .

G.

A

The Occupational Health and Safety Branch should ensure an
emergency call out team are available for public order events when so
requested by the Public Order Branch .

FUTURE DEBRIEFS FOR PUBLIC ORDER EVENT S

FO
I

4 .8 .1 It is frustrating to have to learn again some of the lessons, or simila r
lessons, highlighted in previous de-brief reports . It may be that a rollin g
de-brief programme will help tackle these problematic issues as they arise ,
rather than waiting for a whole matrix of problems to combine to manifes t
in serious disorder .

MP
S

4 .8 .2 Clearly the opportunity cost of thoroughly de-briefing every event is to o
high, nevertheless an achievable and thorough de-briefing model should be
identified . (A plan to meet a similar proposal was designed by Chie f
Superintendent Annis (now retired) in 1991, this could provide the fram e
work for this task) .
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Recommendation 97

T020 Branch should design a mechanism for continuously and
constantly monitoring the public order state of readiness of the
Metropolitan Police Service .

sc
lo

4.8.3 An aspect of the de-briefing process, which has not been available on thi s
occasion, is the views of an independent and well informed articulat e
member of the community . There is much to be gained by allowing suc h
an individual or group of individuals to actively monitor the policing of a
public order event from the planning stage through to and including it s
execution . Such practices are familiar to police commanders within th e
work of their own Divisions .

Recomm endat ion 98

Di

4.8 .4 This role should be separate from that of the event organiser and othe r
interested parties such as the legal advisors working for groups like Liberty .
This new role would be suitable for members of the Police Community
Consultative Groups and or members of the new Metropolitan Polic e
Committee.

MP
S

FO
I

A

The Metropolitan Police Service should encourage suitable
representatives of the community to be observers at public orde r
events.
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5. 1 .0

GROUPED RECOMMENDATION S

su
re

SECTION FIVE

5.2.1

EVENT PLANNING TEAM

5 .2.2

Recommendation 1

sc
lo

5.1 .1 In this section the recommendations made in this report have been grouped
under certain headings, allowing for overlap, all recommendations have
been catered for .

A tactics meeting between Silver and Bronzes should include all
Bronzes for the event whatever their respective rank .

5.2.3

Recommendat ion 4

Di

(Para 3.1 .14)

The Event Planning Team should ensure that the head of the
assembly cannot be infiltrated by people joining the assembly at the
front.

Recommendation 5

FO
I

5.2 .4

A

(Para 3 .2.1 - 3 .2.5)

The Event Planning Team should ensure that the a ssembly of a m arch
does not spread from one building l i ne to another.
(Para 3 .2.1 - 3 .2.5)

Recommendation 6

The Event Planning Team should ensure that an as sembly doe s not
take place directly outside a public transport term inal .
(Para 3 .2.1 - 3.2.5)

MP
S

5 .2.5
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5.2.6

Recommendation 9

The Event Planning Team should ensure that barriers , at locations
where disorder is anticipated , are of the double clamp/bolted variety.
(Para 3.4.1 - 3.4.2)

5.2.7

Recommendation 1 5

sc
lo

Where it has not been possible to negotiate a "no vehicles on a
march" policy with the Event Organiser, the Event Planning Team
should insist that any vehicle so attending, must be confined to the
rear of the march. Once the march has moved off no vehicle should
be allowed to subsequently join in .
(Para 3 .6.1 - 3 .6.7)

Recommendation 1 6

Di

5.2.8

5.2.9

A

Where a vehicle is included in a march , (at the rea r), a compliment of
officers should be tasked with policing that vehicle and those around
it from assembly to rally , or that point where the vehicle leaves the
march.
(Para 3 .6.1 - 3 .6.7)

Recommendation 1 7

Recommendation 2 6

The key role and responsibility of PSU supervisors should be
emphasised at briefings. Extra time should be built into the PSU
briefing so that supervisors can discuss and inform their officers of
their standards and roles in an active disorder deployment situation .
(Para 3.10.1 - 3.10.4)

MP
S

5.2.10

FO
I

Where a plan has been agreed with the Event Organisers to facilitate
the departure of a vehicle from the march , this should be followed.
(Para 3. 6. 1 - 3. 6.7)
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5.2.11

Recommendation 3 6

It is legitimate to deploy Level II officers as ordina ry foot duty serials.
When doing so it is vital that those officers clearly understand that
they are not required to bring Public Order kit and will not be used as
shield serials.
(Para 3 . 13. 1 - 3. 14.2)

Recommendation 37

sc
lo

5 .2.12

Supervisors must ensure that their serial has all the requisite
equipment before leaving Division . (This also applies to senior officers
and their staff.)
(Para 3. 13. 1 - 3. 13 .5)

Recommendation 4 4

Di

5 .2.13

When deployed at a public order event the vehicle should be crewed
by officers with experience of control room procedures and public
order tactics.
(Para 3 .16.1 - 3.16.9)

Recommendation 48

A

5 .2.14

FO
I

All operational officers must be briefed that upon arrival at a charge
centre etc , they should contact PIC . This should not be left until the
officers are ready to be reunited with their serials .
(Para 3.17.6)

Recommendation 53

When allocating Bronze roles, the relat ive expertise and exper ience of
individuals should be assessed , in order that the most appropriate
officer has the role most relevant to his/her skill s, knowledge , and
experience .

MP
S

5.2. 1 5

(Para 4.2.1 - 4 .2.2)
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5.2.16

Recommendation 74

The warning on Form 3166 about disclosure should be highlighted in
larger print.
(Para 4 .3 .8 - 4.3.9)

5.2.17

Recommendation 82

sc
lo

Wherever possible the entire route of a march and rally should be
covered by CCTV available to GT . Where this is not possible officers
should be told so at the main briefing and required to supply updates
in respect of those locations .
(Para 4.4.3 - 4.4.8)

5.2.18

Recommendation 9 3

(Para 4.7.1 - 4.7.2)

5.2.19

Recommendation 98

Di

Every charge centre should have allocated to it a veh icle and driver to
expedite the officers return to their serial .

A

The Metropolitan Police Service should encourage suitable
representatives of the community to be obse rvers at public order
events .

5 .3.0

STRATEGY/TACTICS
Recommendation 2

Every Bronze should plan the policing tactics for their sector
including 'what if' scenarios with their tactical advisor before the main
briefing for the event .
(Para 3. 1 . 10 - 3. 1 . 14)

MP
S

5 .3.1

FO
I

(Para 4.8.3 - 4.8.4)
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5.3.2

Recommendation 7

Where possible, at the assembly, a photo call oppo rtunity should be
provided for the media as the march sets off .
(Para 3 .3. 8 - 3 . 3.9)

5.3.3

Recommendation 1 1

sc
lo

Where hostility towards poli ce at the head of the march can be
expected , serious consideration should be given to employing Level I
officers suitably equipped from the outset for that purpose .
(Para 3 .5. 1 - 3 .5.2)

5 .3.4

Recommendation 1 2

5 .3.5

Recommendation 1 4

Di

Where hostility towards police can be expected, serious consideration
should be given to employing specially selected Level I Mounted
Branch horses between the marching serials and the demonstrators .
(Para 3.5 .1 - 3 .5.2)

Recommendation 1 8

Where a sound system is not permi tted at the location of the rally it
should be removed from the march before it can be seen or heard by
the people at that rally .
(Para 3.6. 1 - 3.6.7)

MP
S

5 .3.6

FO
I

A

Whenever march ing serials are deployed at the head of the march , a
compliment of mobile Level I rese rves should shadow the marching
serials , in order that assistance , if required , can be given immediately .
(Para 3.5 .1 - 3 .5.2)
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5.3.7

Recommendation 1 9

The tactical use of police drivers , and vehicle examiners should be
assessed as to their viability in connection with vehicles on the march .
A specific unit could be included in the operation order for this
purpose .
(Para 3 .6. 1 - 3 .6.7)

Recommendation 2 1

sc
lo

5.3 .8

To full fill the primary role of Silver , the principals knowledge and
correct understanding of the ' big picture' at all times is paramount .
(Para 3.8. 1 - 3.8.1 6 )

5.3 .9

Recommendation 22

Di

At many geograph ically large events the only place where Silver can
fullfill his/her prima ry role is in GT or the fully equipped S ilver
Command Vehicle.
(Para 3 .8.1 - 3 .8.1 6)

Recommendation 25

A

5.3.10

Recommendation 3 0

At appropriate events, a Senior Officer should be appointed whose
sole task is to work with the DPA staff to meet the demands of the
media.
(Para 3. 1 2. 1 - 3. 1 2.5)

MP
S

5.3.11

FO
I

Only public order tactically trained drivers should drive PSU carriers
at Public Order events . No vehicle should ever be left abandoned .
(Para 3 . 9. 1 - 3.9.2)
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5.3. 1 2

Recommendation 3 1

The Technic vehicles, equipped with R /T and mobile telephone,
should be individually deployed to pre -planned strategic locations so
that they can readily respond to demands made of them . Each vehicle
should have an officer posted to it to control the allocation of
equipment .
(Para 3 . 13. 1 - 3. 13 .5)

5 .3. 1 3

Recommendation 32

Recommendation 43

Di

5.3.14

sc

Shields should be issued from the technic vehicle in accordance with
current training practices which means 16 short and 6 long shields .
(Para 3. 1 3. 1 - 3. 13 .5)

Whenever a Command Vehicle is used in conjunction with a control
room, a protocol should be established between these two functions ,
so that each understand the others role .
(Para 3 .16. 1 - 3.16 .9)

Recommendation 45

FO
IA

5.3 .15

Officers employed on the Command Vehicle should only act as a
conduit for communication with their principal , they should not make
unilateral decisions without the principals knowledge .
(Para 3.16.1 - 3 .16 .9)

Recommendation 46

All actions required and decisions taken through the Command
Vehicle should be recorded therein .
(Para 3 .16.1 - 3 .16 .9)

MP
S

5 .3.16
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5.3. 1 7

Recommendation 5 8

The role of Reserve Co-ordinator is a logistical one and should be
located either in GT or a fully equipped Forward Command Vehicle .
(Para 4 .2. 7 - 4.2.8)

5.3.18

Recommendation 88

On public order events the aircraft should have an experienced
CADRE trained officer (probably Chief Inspector rank ) on board the
aircraft.

5.3.19

sc

(Para 4 .6.1 - 4 .6.5)

Recommendation 89

(P ara 4.6. 1 - 4.6.5 )

5.3.20

Recommendation 77

Di

The audio facility on the video recorder within the aircraft should be
switched off as a ma tter of good practi ce when taking images. The
recording of any commenta ry given by the aircrew may well be vital
evidence . Anything less than the highest professional standards is
not acceptable.

FO
IA

A separate protocol for each event should be agreed between
Silver/ Bronzes and the Bridge /Channel controllers within GT .
(Para 4 . 4. 1 - 4. 4. 2)

5.4.0

Recommendation 3

A training programme , includ i ng a job descr iption , should be
developed for the role of "Tactical Advi ser" .
(Para 3.1 .15)

MP
S

5.4.1

POTC/PUBLIC ORDER BRANCH /MOUNTED BRANC H
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5.4.2

Recommendation 8

Public order training should include some familiarisation with barrier
capabilities .
(Para 3.4. 1 - 3.4.2)
5.4.3

Recommendat ion 1 3

Mounted Branch should identify two serials of Level I horses who
would be suitable for this type of deployment. These horses should
be trained together in the requisite tactics .

sc

(Para 3 .5. 1 - 3.5.2)

5. 4.4 Recommendation 20

(Para 3. 7. 1 - 3.7. 3)

5.4.5

Recommendation 24

Di

The use of a tactical withdrawal can be an effective manoeuvre in
many disorder situations . The apparent cultural abhorrence of this for
many officers must be addressed at training .

FO
IA

There is an urgent need for tactics for policing public disorder in large
open spaces .
(Para 3 .8.1 - 3.8.16)

Recommendation 4 9

The Commander (Operations) should be personally responsible for
the selection , training and development of all CADRE officers on
his/her Area .
(Para 4.2 . 1 - 4.2.2)

MP
S

5 .4.6
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5.4.7

Recommendation 50

Each Area should develop its own Public Order Management team .
This should include offi cers trained in the roles of : Gold, Silver,
Bronze, Bronze Rese rves Co-ordinator, Senior Investigating Officer,
and Intelligence Co -ordinator .
(Para 4.2. 1 - 4. 2.2)

5.4. 8

Recommendation 5 1

These officers should unde rtake a 'T018' led table top exercise once
every twelve months.

5 .4.9

sc

(Para 4.2 . 1 - 4.2.2)

Recommendation 52

(Para 4 . 2 . 1 - 4. 2. 2)

5.4. 1 0

Recommendation 5 4

Di

Each Area team should hold a seminar on current Public Order issues
at least once every twelve months .

Recommendation 55

Area Operations Offices should be given an updated list of currently
authorised CADRE officers eve ry 8 months by P9 Branch .
(Para 4 .2.3 - 4 .2.5)

MP
S

5.4.11

FO
IA

A formal requirement for refresher training (eve ry 4 months) should be
introduced . Failure to retrain after 8 months should result in removal
from the authorised list. Non CADRE trained officers should not be
employed on public order events.
(Para 4 .2 .3 - 4.2.5)
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5 .4.12

Recommendation 56

Newly trained officers should shadow their role , at least twice in the
first twelve month s on appropriate events . An appropriate event
should be decided by each officers Commander (Operations ).
(Para 4 .2.3 - 4.2.5)

5.4. 1 3

Recommendation 5 7

An event managers course for the roles of Gold and Silver should be
developed.

5.4. 14

sc

(Para 4 .2.6)

Recommendation 75

(Para 4.3.10)

5.4 . 1 5

Recommendation 8 3

Di

The address/location of the post event incident room should be
included in the main operation order .

FO
IA

A formal requirement for refresher training for medics and evidence
gatherers should be introduced (6 months) . Failure to retrain after 12
months should result in removal from authorised list. Non authorised
officers should not be deployed on Public Order events.
(Para 4 .5. 1 - 4.5.3 )

Recommendation 8 4

Area Operations Offices should be given an updated list of currently
authorised medics and evidence gatherers every 6 months by P9
Branch.
(Para 4 .5. 1 - 4.5.3)

MP
S

5.4. 16
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5.4. 1 7

Recommendation 85

The posting of Evidence Gatherers with level 1 's should be reevaluated in order to ensure their most effective deployment .
(Para 4.5 . 1 - 4.5. 3)

5.4. 1 8

Recommendation 86

The established ratio of 1 First Aider at Work to eve ry 50 employees
should be adhered to in respect of medics for Public Order policing .
To achieve this at large Public Order Events each Area needs to have
an establishment of at least 25 currently trained medics .

5.4.1 9

sc

(Para 4.5. 1 - 4.5.3)

Recommendation 95

(Para 4.7.3 - 4.7.6)

5.4. 2 0

Recommendation 97

Di

The Public Order Branch should provide a brief 'job description ' for
the Sergeant detailed in recommendation 92 .

5 .5.0

COMMUNICATIONS (GT)
Recommendation 1 0

Whenever it appears from a message that a unit may require some
assistance the dispatcher/writer must clarify the request , confirm it
has been met and pass it to the line command within G .T. for
information and any fu rther action necessa ry.

MP
S

5 .5.1

FO
IA

T020 Branch should design a mechanism for continuously and
constantly monitoring the public order state of readiness of the
Metropolitan Police Service .
(Para 4.8. 1 - 4.8.2)

(Para 3.5. 1 - 3 .5.2)
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5.5.2

Recommendation 47

The PIC should establish that every officer at either a charge centre or
a hospital has been accounted for in respect of their welfare needs
prior to the PIC closing .
(Para 3 .17.6)

5.5.3

Recommendation 76

The Public Order Branch should lead a review to enhance the
operational effectivenes s of S03 , Evidence Gathere rs and Intelligence
Gatherers at public order events.

5.5.3

sc

(Para 4 .3 .11 - 4.3 .13)

Recommendation 78

(Para 4 .4.3 - 4.4.8)

Recommendation 79

FO
IA

5.5.4

Di

T025 should investigate the viability of new computer software which
would provide both a split screen and mouse h ighlight function , as
featured in Microsoft Word .

All GT writers should be trained in keyboard skills to a ttain a minimum
skill of 30 words per minute .
(Para 4. 4.3 - 4.4.8)

Recommendation 80

When using a direct 'unit to unit ' facility on any channel , the
dispatcher should establish prior to the communication , whether the
units need any of their conversation to be recorded in the wri tten log.
(Para 4.4.3 - 4.4.8)

MP
S

5.5.5
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5.5.6

Recommendation 8 1

Channel controllers should seek out and broadcast accurate , concise
situation repo rts at regular 15 minute intervals .
(Para 4.4.3 - 4.4.8)

5.5.7

Recommendation 90

5.5.8

sc

The media resources room including the ground suppo rt facility for
the aircraft should be under the line command of the i nformation cell
manager (i .e. the Intelligence Co - Ordinator for appropriate events).
(Para 4.6.5)

Recommendation 9 1

(Para 4 .7. 1 - 4 .7.2)

5 .5.9

Recommendation 9 4

Di

Refresher/familiarisation training should be provided once eve ry 12
months for PIC staff .

FO
IA

The function of the Welfare Team should be absorbed within the PIC .
A Sergeant and a driver or Constable should augment the PIC staff for
this purpose .
(Para 4. 7 .3 - 4. 7.6)

5 .6.0

CRIME

5 .6. 1 Recommendation 59

Both the Senior Investigating Officer and the Intelligence Co -ordinator
should have a full structured imput to the main briefing process for
appropriate events.

MP
S

(Para 4.3.1 - 4 .3.2)
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5 .6.2

Recommendation 60

Every officer at a public order event , particularly commanders, must
consider the post event criminal investigation throughout the event .
(Para 4 . 3. 1 - 4.3. 2)

5.6.3

Recommendat ion 61

Evidence gatherers should collectively come under the line command
of the Intelligence Co-ordinator through the SlOs representative
within the intelligence cell .

sc

(Para 4 .3.3)

5. 6.4 Recommendation 62

5.6.5

Recommendation 63

Di

A T018 officer should be a ttached to an AMIP enqu iry into serious
public disorder.
(Para 4.3.4)

FO
IA

Detective Training School (P9(3)) should include an appropriate input
on criminal investigations into serious public disorder on the initial
CID course .
(Para 4.3.4)

Recommendat ion 64

The need for and the integrity of exhibits should be emphasised at the
briefings of all officers.
(Para 4.3 .5)

MP
S

5.6.6
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5 .6.7

Recommendation 65

The Services Support Functions such as G3 stores and vehicle
workshops should not destroy potential exhibits without the authority
of the SIO.
(Para 4 .3.5)

5.6.8

Recommendation 66

The SIO should liaise with the Crown Prosecution Se rvice to identify a
special case worker and a prosecution policy agreed with Gold prior
to the event .

5.6.9

sc

(Para 4 .3 .6)

Recommendation 67

(Para 4 .3 .6)

5.6.10

Recommendation 68

Di

However many charge centres are used, all prisoners should be sent
to a single magistrates court whenever possible .

Recommendation 69

The Public Order Branch should discuss with the Crown Prosecution
Service the possibility of rewording the schedule 1 production order
for media material . The order should include the requirement for
production statements by the individuals who created the respective
exhibits so they can be produced as evidence.
(Para 4 .3.6)

MP
S

5.6.11

FO
IA

T020 should develop a briefing package fo r hospital teams.
(Para 4.3.6)
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5.6.12

Recommendation 70

The Intelligence Co-ordinator should task S012 branch to provide
information on specific topics before and during the event .
(Para 4.3.6)

5.6. 1 3

Recommendation 9 3

COMMAND STRUCTUR E

5.7.1

Recommendation 23

Di

5.7 .0

sc

Officers in charge of Hospital Teams should prior to the event , ensure
they have the provision of phones and a fax machine in the location
allocated to them at the hospital.
(Para 4.7.2)

There is an urgent need to review the command structure at Bronze
level , including the Chief Inspector to PSU ratio , to streamline the
command decision making process .
(Para 3.8. 1 - 3.8. 16)

Recommendation 27

FO
IA

5.7.2

The review at recommendation 22 should include an analysis of the
need for a mobile reserve Bronze who could where appropriate take
charge of a serious disorder situation .
(Para 3. 10. 1 - 3. 10 .4)

Recommendation 28

If the review process endorses the provision of a mobile reserve
Bronze a unique protocol should be designed for individual events
between sector Bronzes and the mobile rese rve Bronze .

MP
S

5.7. 3

(Para 3. 10 . 1 - 3. 10 .4)
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5 .8.0

Directorate of Public Affairs/Occupational Health 8

5.8. 1 Recommendation 29

The Directorate of Public Affairs should lead a review to produce
proposals to achieve effective information flow to officers on
reserve/standby at rendezvous points/holding centres .
(Para 3. 11 . 1 - 3. 11 .2)

5.8.2

Recommendation 9 6

sc

The Occupational Health and Safety Branch should ensure an
emergency call out team are available for public order events when so
requested by the Public Order Branch .

5.9 .0

EQUIPMENT

5.9.1

Recommendation 33

Di

(Para 4.7 .3 - 4. 7.6)

FO
IA

There is a shortfall of approximately one thousand short shields
across the Service . Short shields cost £51 .00 each, therefore £51,000
is needed to completely alleviate this problem .
(Para 3 .13.1 - 3.13.5)

5.9.2

Recommendation 34

Where shield serials are unavoidably allocated 'hire vehicles ', these
vehicles must be able to comfortably car ry 10 passengers and all
protective equipment including shields . If this is not possible then an
additional vehicle (van) needs to be hired for each PSU to car ry
equipment alone .
(Para 3. 14. 1 - 3. 14.2)

Recommendation 35

MP
S

5.9.3

Every effort should continue to be made to upgrade the Se rvice carrier
fleet.
(Para 3.14. 1 - 3. 14.2)
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5.9.4

Recommendation 7 1

1 Area (Central) AMIP should supply T020 with a copy of the many
hybrid forms and other items of good practice they have developed .
(Para 4.3.6)

5.9.5

Recommendation 72

The conference call pagers used by the Intelligence Cell should be
provided for Silver and each sector Bronze .

5. 9.6

sc

(Para 4 .3.7)

Recommendation 73

T020 Branch should develop a pocket size note book to suppo rt the
accurate completion of the A4 size Form 3166 .

5. 9.7

Recommendation 87

Di

(Para 4.3. 8 - 4.3.9)

FO
IA

The Department of Technology should urgently consider the
acquisition of an appropriate ' Hell Teli' package .
(Para 4.6. 1 - 4.6.5)

5.10.0

Recommendation 38

The current snack box should be reconfigured to hold a resealable
bottle of liquid.
( P ara 3. 1 5. 1 - 3 . 1 5 .3)

MP
S

5.10 .1

CATER I NG
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5.10.2

Recommendation 39

The event planning team should ensure that Special Events Catering
provide an additional bottle of water for each member of a shield serial
within that officers snack allocation .
(Para 3. 1 5.1 - 3. 1 5.3)

5. 1 0.3

Recommendation 4 0

The event planning team should request a larger snack for each offi cer
who is expected to pe rform a tour of duty in excess of 12 hours .

5.10.4

sc

(Para 3. 1 5.1 - 3. 1 5.3)

Recommendation 4 1

(Para 3 . 15. 1 - 3. 15.3)

Recommendation 42

FO
IA

When deployed , mobile catering ('Teapot One' and ' Two') should be
provided with mobile phones .
(Para 3 . 15. 1 - 3. 15.3)

MP
S

5.10.5

Di

'Teapot One' should be available for rapid deployment on eve ry event
which has 15 or more PSUs . Responsibility for its deployment should
rest with the Staff Officer in GT .
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Appendix 1

5th , October 199 4

199/9 4

COAL ITI ON AGAINST THE CR I MINAL JUST I CE BILL MARCH AND RA LLY
SU N DAY 9T H O CTOBER 199 4

sc

INFORMATION

1 .1 On Sunday 9th October 1994 members and supporters of The Coalition Against Criminal Justice Bill' will hold a march and
rally in protest against the Criminal Justice Bill .
1 .2 From 12 noon they will assemble at Victoria Embankment WC2 .

FO
IA

Victoria Embankment
Horseguards Avenue
Whitehall (northbound)
Trafalgar Square (south side )
Cockspur Street
Pall Mall
Waterloo P l ace
Regent Street
Piccadilly Circus
Piccadilly
Hyde Park Corne r
Park Lane (southbound )
Achilles Wa y
Park Lane (no rt hbound)
Cumberland Gate
Hyde Park , Reformer' s Tre e

Di

1 .3 At 1 .00pm they will march to Hyde Park via the following route :

1 .4 On arrival at Hyde Park a rally will be held .

2.

INTENTIO N

2 . 1 It is the intention to police th i s event in a manner compatible with Our Statement of Common Purpose and Values by
endeavouring to :

MP
S

prevent public disorder ;
prevent crime ;
minimise congestion to vehicle and pedestrian traffic ;
minimise disruption to community life in the area.
ensure public safety;

M ETHOD

3 .1

Senior O fficer s
In Overall Command

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

los
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3.

Call Sign GOLD' (WESTMINSTER)
Forward Commander

. . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Call Sign SILVER' (WESTMINSTER )
Sector One (Assembly and route from Victoria Embankment
to Wh itehall Court (inch )
Assembly -

Route between Victoria Embankment and Whitehall Cour t

Call Sign BRONZE ONE' (WESTMINSTER)
Bronze One One (Westminster )
2 PSU ($)
Mtd 11
Mtd 1 2

sc

Bronze One Two (Westminster)
6 PSU($ )

Sector One Reserves -

Bronze One Three (Westminster)
3 PSU (S )

Di

Sector Two (Route between Whitehall Court (excl )
and Haymarket (excl) including Trafalgar Square) Call Sign BRONZE TWO' (WESTMINSTER)
Route between Whitehall Court and Charing Cross - Bronze Two One (Westminster )
6 PSU ($)
Route between Charing Cross and Haymarket and Trafalgar Square - Bronze Two Two (Westminster)
5 PSU ($)
Mtd 21
Mtd 2 2

FO
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Sector Two Reserves -

Sector Three (Route b e tween Haymark e t (i n ch and
St Jam es' s St ree t (excl ) )

Bronze Two Three (Westminster)
3 PSU (S )

Call Sign BRONZE THREE' (WESTMINSTER)
Bronze Three One (Westminster)
2 PSU ($ )
4 PSU (S )

Route (offside) between Haymarket and St James 's Street -

Bronze Three Two (Westminster)
2 PSU ($ )
2 PSU (S )

Sector Three Reserves -

Bronze Three Three (Westminster)
3 PSU (S)

MP
S

Route (nearside) between Haymarket and St James's Street -

Sector Four (Route between St Jam e s ' s St r eet (i ncl) and
Achille s Way (inch )

los
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Call Sign BRONZE FOUR' (WESTMINSTER)

R oute (nearside) between St J ames's Street and Achilles W ay -

Bronze Four One (Westminster )
5 PSU ($)
0
3 PSU (S)

Route (offside) between St James 's Street and Achilles Way -

Bronze Four Two (Westminster)
4 PSU ($)
3 PSU (S )

Sector Three Reserves -

Bronze Four Three (Westminster)
3 PSU (S )

Sector Five (Route b e tween Ach i lles Way (excl ) and
Cumbe r land Gate , Rally and D is persal )

Bronze Five Two (Westminster)
5 PSU ($)
1 PSU (RPC)
Mtd (RPC )

Marc h

Bronze Five Three (Westminster)
3 PSU (S )

Di

Rally and Dispersal -

Sector Five Reserves -

Bronze Five One (Westminster)
7 PSU ($)

sc

Route between Achilles Way and Cumberland Gate -

Call Sign BRONZE FIVE' (WESTMINSTER)

Call Sign BRONZE SIX ' (WESTMINSTER)
2 PSU ($ )
Mtd 61
Mtd 6 2

FO
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Vulnerable Premise s

Call Sign BRONZE SEVEN' (WESTMINSTER)
2 PSU ($)
5 (d)

Mobile Reserve s

Traffi c

C ontroller

Call Sign Uniform 452 '
21 PS U
Mtd 91 - 9 4

Call Sign BRONZE TRAFFIC' (WESTMINSTER)
T020 Staf
f

MP
S

3 .2 General Arrangement s
Details of postings and duties will be g i ven at briefings .

General policing arrangements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . Append ix 'A'

3 .3 Traffic Arrangement s

Traffic patrol personnel are responsible for maintaining traffic flow and for reporting accidents .
Traffic arrangements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . Appendix 'B '
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3 . 4 London Buses Limited
Bus controllers will be on duty in the operational a rea to deal with buses affected by this operation . Mobile R/T controllers
will also be on duty and every assistance should be g iven to them . Bus controllers have been instructed to co-operate
closely with Police at all times . Urgent messag e s affecting bus operations will be passed throu g h the Traffic Controller in
Special Operations Room ' GT' .
4.

ADMINISTRATION

4 . 1 Briefing s
Strategy Briefin g

Officers of and above the rank of Chief Superintendent and officer in charge of mobile reserves attended a strategy briefing
on Thursday 15th September 1994 at 3 .00pm at No 1 Area (Central) Headquarters, 4th Floor Conference Room, Whitehall
Police Office, SW1 .
Uniform Briefing

sc

Briefing 1

Officers of and above the rank of Inspector only on Sectors 1, 2, 3, Marching Serials, Vulnerable Premises and Stewards
Liaison will attend a briefing on Thursday 6th October 1994 at 10 .00am in the 5th Floor Briefing Room, New Scotland Yard,
SW1 .

Di

Briefing 2

Officers of and above the rank of Inspector only on Sectors 4, 5, Mobile Reserves, Information Cell and Complaints, will
attend a briefing on Thursday 6th October 1994 at 2 .OOpm in the 5th Floor Briefing Room, New Scotland Yard, SW1 .
Information Cel l

The following are to attend a briefing on Friday 7th October 1994 at 10 .OOam in the basement of Whitehall Police Office :-

Tra ffic

FO
IA

The Chief Inspector and 1 CID Officer from each Charge Centre, Detective Inspector in charge of Hospital Teams, Inspector
in charge of Welfare Team, Inspector in charge of the Police Information Centre, S03 Video and Photographic personnel,
Evidence Gatherers employed with the TSG and all officers employed on the Information and Intelligence Cell .

Traffic Patrol Officers of and above the rank of Sergeant and Oscar Delta 523/4 will attend a briefing on Friday 7th October
1994 at 11 .OOam in Room 818, New Scotland Yard, SW1 .
Serial Briefin g

Officers in charge of serials are responsible for ensuring that the officers under their command are PROPERLY briefed .
Area (Operations) offices must therefore ensure that sufficient time (one hour) is allowed at the last station of collection and
that adequate facilities exist at that station for briefings to take place .
4 .2 Intelligenc e

MP
S

Sector commanders are responsible for ensuring that any update of available intelligence is passed on to serial Inspectors
prior to deployment .
4 .3 Evidenc e

The attention of all officers is to be drawn to the EPIC recommendations . All evidence is to be recorded and notes
completed as soon after as practicable and the 'ATR' procedure followed .
In view of the likelihood of disclosure following arrests, strict attention is to be paid to all written documentation, including
briefing notes, Form 3166 etc, ensuring that they contain only accurate and relevant details .
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4.Y Crime Support Group
The Crime Support Group at Charing Cross Police Station has been nominated by 'GOLD' to deal with the case papers in
connection with persons arrested on this demonstration .
4.5

Dres s

Level III officers - NATO jumpers and anoraks . ALL officers to be in possession of their reinforced beat duty helmet .
TSG/Level II officers - NATO jumpers and anoraks . ALL officers to be in possession of their reinforced beat duty helmet .
Traffic - Operational uniform with flat caps carried .
Mounted - No 1 order with full protective equipment .

ALL LEVEL I AND II P U B LI C ORDER TR AI N E D OF FI C ERS MUS T BE IN POSSESSION OF THEIR PERS ONA L
PROTECTIVE EQU I PMENT W I TH NUM E R AL S A ND IN S IGN I A CORRECT LY DISPLAYED.
All officers are to be in possession of their high visibility jackets with standard black epaulettes .
All officers to be prepared for shirt sleeve order ie : long sleeved shirts with ties/ cravats

sc

4 .6 Caterin g

Operational catering will be provided for officers employed on this event as shown in Appendices 'A' & 'B' .

Feeding Centr e

V ehicle Parking

Tothill and Caxton Street

FO
IA

Buck i ngham G ate Feed i ng Ce n t re

Di

Vehicles conveying officers to Feeding Centres will park as follows :

VEH I C LES MUST NOT BE PARKED IN BUCK I NGHAM GATE

Drummond Gate (Pimlico) Feeding Centre Rampayne Street,
Tintagel House Albert Embankment
New Scotland Yard Tothill and Caxton Stree t
Whitehall Police Office Victoria Embankmen t
Within complex (removal vehicles Regency Street)

Lambeth Support HO

Pratt Wal k

Paddington Police Station (DD)

Newcastle Place and Harrow Road

Wembley Feeding Centre, Carey Way
Wembley

Carey Way, Wembley

MP
S

Regency Street Feeding Centre

There will be NO SMOKING in the Feeding Centres .

On arrival at the feeding centre, the officer in charge of the serial must report to the catering liaison officer stating
their serial number and complement . Serials must not enter the feeding centre until directed to do so .

Police Veh i cle Parkin g

Police vehicles will park as follows whilst se r ia l s are deployed :
Serial s

160-161
16 4
165-169
260-261
262-265
266-270
567-572
600-601
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4. 7

Savoy Street ( then North Carriage Road whilst deployed)
Northumberland Avenu e
Victor i a Embankment outside Whitehall Police Office
King Charles Stree t
Wh itehall Place
Spring Gardens,
North Carriage Road
Northumberland Avenue (then North Carriage Road wh i lt deployed)

4.8

sc

Serials not shown above are to park their vehicles close to their ground assigned but not on the route of the march or in
such a way as to cause obstruct ion to traffic .

Tran s 2or

TTR6 Branch will provide transport to convey serials to and from their place of duty where necessary . Area Operations
Offices must inform TTR6 Branch at Lambeth 1
as soon as possible of the
times and places at which the transport is requiluu .

Di

Should difficulty be experienced with transport on the day of the event, the officer in charge of the serial is to telephone
TTR6 Branch at Lambeth,? for assistance .
ALL POLICE VEHICLES MUST DISPLAY FORM 1104 BOTH FRONT AND REAR CLEARLY MARKED WITH THE
RELATIVE SERIAL NUMBER . Vehicles provided by TTR6 Branch will be supplied with Form 1104 . All other serials will
be supplied by their division/branch .

4 .9

Pres s

FO
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There will be NO SMOKING in police vehicles used on this event . (Instruction Manual Sec . 8 Para 4.35 )

The attention of all supervising officers is drawn to current Service directions (Instruction Manual Section 9 Para 5 .50)
regarding facilities to members of the Press and press photographers . Emphasis will be placed on the need to provide all
such information and facilities as can be reasonably made available to them . The instruction about not interfering with them
unless they directly impede police operations, cause obstruction or commit any offence is to be stressed to constables on
their serials . If officers experience problems or difficulties with representatives of the press they will refer them to the Area
Press and Publicity Officer (APPO) if available or, in the absence of an APPO, a senior officer .

P olic e Info r m ati on C en tr e

The Police Information Centre at New Scotland Yard will be open from 12 noon . It will be responsible for collating details
of persons injured, both police and civilian, monitoring the whereabouts of officers who have become detached from their
serials and answering enquiries from police officers' families .
PIC telephone number s

MP
S

4 .10

THIS NUMBER MUST NOT BE DIVULGED TO THE PRESS OR GENERAL PUBLI C
The MSS :SMF format PICINFO3 is available for officers to notify PIC of their whereabouts, however, this message should
only be used after attempts to telephone PIC have been unsuccessful .

4.1 1

Designated Hospital s

St Thomas ' Hospital } Police casualties
St Mary's Hospital J Civilian casualtie s

4.1 2 Fir s t Alder at Work an d Med i c s
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The following hospitals will receive casualties as a result of this event :-

FAWs and Medics will be employed on this event and will evacuate casualties to an LAS casualty reception point . LAS will
not retrieve casualties from scenes of disorder - this is the responsibility of Medics who are trained and equipped for this
purpose . The following pre determined casualty reception points will be manned by LAS personnel if required :
1.
Horse Guards Parade
2.
Whitehall Plac e
3 . Admiralty Arc h
4.
Haymarket junction with Charles II Street .
5.
Apsley Way (Hyde Park Corner )

4 .13

Brick Street/Down Street
Hyde Park Police Station .

sc

6.
7.

Ov e rtime C o d e

Di

The overtime code SL (199/94) has been allocated, and will apply to this event and briefings .

4 .14 Form 316 6

FO
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All officers in charge of serials and traffic patrol Sergeants must ensure that they are in possession of Form 3166 . Each
section within the form must be fully completed . It is important to show ALL the t i mes and places at which officers are
deployed . At the conclusion of the event Form 3166 must be handed to the senior officer in charge of the Sector . It will
subsequently be retai ned by No 1 Area Central HO .
Any suggestions or constructive criticism regarding arrangements for this event should be made on the Form 3166 ; or be
submitted in writing to 'GOLD' (WESTMINSTER) within 14 days .

MP
S

Details of police officers injured and the de-briefing report (the coloured pages found within the Form 3166) must be
forwarded to T020 Branch in accordance with Public Order Manual Section 3, Paras 5 .2-5 .6 .

5.

COMMUN I CAT I ON S

5 . 2 The march will be led by an R/T van call sign 'BROADWAY' (Westminster) .
5.3

Radio Channel s
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Special Operations Room , call sign ' GT ', w i ll be open to control this event from 9 . OOam
The telephone number is 1

l

The fol l owing rad i o cha n ne ls will be used :

Channel 51 All officers of and above the rank of Chief Inspector .

Sector 1 & 5
RT Van
Marching Serials
Vulnerable Premises }
Equipment Vehicle }
Firex Vehicl e

Channel 4 9

Officers of and above the rank of I nspector, Sergeants in charge
of serials and other officers as directed .

Sector 2 }
Surveyors Liaison }
Catering Liaiso n
Coach Security }
Hospital/Welfare Teams }

Channel 48

Officers of and above the rank of Inspector, Sergeants in charge
of serials and other officers as directed .

Sector 3 }
Sector 4

Channel 36

Mobile Reserves }
}

Channel 53

Information an d
Inte l ligence Gatheri n g
Traffic Patro l
Removal s
Signs Van

}

Di

Officers of and above the rank of Inspector, Sergeants in charge
of serials and other officers as directed .
Officers of and above the rank of inspector, Sergeants in charge
of serials and other officers as directed .

Channel-6
Main R/ T

Officers in charge of serials as directed .

UH F

As directed .

Channel 11
Main R/T

As directed

FO
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Pr i soners Transport
Non urgent message s

sc

Command Channel
Silver Command Vehicle
Steward Liaison Office r

ALL SERIALS M UST BOOK O N TO 'GT' STATING ACTUAL COMPLEMENT .
5.4

Supervising officers in charge of level II ser i als are to bring PYE/ PFX radios (helmet communications compatible) with them
from area. Priority must be given to those serials empl oyed i n protected transits (Symbol S) . Any shortfalls are to be notified
to T020 branch .

MP
S

5 .5 Channel 51/53/UHF sets and replacement radios and batteries will be issued from Room G16 at New Scotland Yard whic h
will be open from 9 .OOam .
5 .6 Senior officers on the command channel must also be in possession of a personal radio capable of operating on the workin g
channel . An officer will be required to accompany the senior officer to operate the additional personal radio .
5 .7 Wearing personal radio earpieces in a noisy environment with a high volume setting can contribute to a loss of hearing .
Officers should not, therefore, wear earpieces with the volume set at the higher levels for prolonged periods . The volum e
should be continuously adjusted according to the existing noise level .

On parading for duty the channel selector located on the body of the set will need to be changed to:

Po si ti on Storno P o sition PYE/ PF X

Channel 51 Issued
Channel 53 Issued
Channel 49
Channel 48
Channel 36
Channel UHF Issued
6.

POST EVEN T

6.1

De-briefing

sets 51
sets 53
2 49
3 48
4 36
sets N/A
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5 .tf

6.2

sc

At the conclusion of the event Sector Commanders (Bronzes) will debrief officers under their command . 'GOLD'
(WESTMINSTER) will arrange for all Sector Commanders to be de-briefed at a time and place to be notified .

Reports

At the conclusion of the event, an initial report for the information of the Assistant Commissioner 'TO' will be sent to T020
on the authority of 'GOLD' (WESTMINSTER) . The SMF format 'EVENTREP' will be used as appropriate .

6.3

Di

A full report in confirmation of this message will be required only in the event of an occurrence of significant interest, serious
disorder or when matters arise that may cause Service Policy or tactics to be reviewed .
Dismissal

FO
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All officers employed on this event will be dismissed on the authority of 'GOLD' (WESTMINSTER) who will ensure that an
MSS message detailing dismissal times is sent to Areas and Branches concerned, with a copy to T020 Branch .

Assistant Commissione r

MP
S

Standard distribution for T020 Operation Orders

Personnel : Uniform :
Traffic
RPC :
City Police :
CID :
Civilians :
TOTAL :

114
3
1
i
t

297 2 , 1 58
10 9 1
4 23
3 21
6
24
77

1 20

320 2 , 394

The following symbols will be used throughout this Operation Order : -

FO
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Di
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Denotes Police Coac h
Denotes self-drive protected personnel carrier
Denotes HOPD self-drive personnel carrier
Denotes self-drive hired personnel carrier
Denotes Station va n
Denotes Cellular van
Denotes linked coac h
Denotes Serial to travel in general purpose vehicle from Area
Denotes Level II Public Order Trained Officers with shields
Denotes Level II Public Order Trained Officers without shields
Denotes Front Line Medi c
Denotes includes a First Aider at Wor k
Denotes to include female officer for searching under PACE
Denotes CID office r
Denotes Trained Evidence Gatherer
Denotes Included 2 PCs A .T .C .
Denotes PC & VR O
Denotes Civilian Personne l
Denotes 1 officer to be CAD/MSS traine d
Denotes SOCO for collection and bagging of evidence
Denotes SOCO for photographing evidenc e
Denotes Area dog handlers

MP
S

(P)
(T)
(H)
(t)
(v)
(cv)
U)
(g)
(S)
C$)
(m)
(F)
(+)
(£)
(E)
l@)
(%)
C=)
(mt)
(a)
(b)
(d)
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Key to SyMtLQ.ls :
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r

"Coalition Attains t the Criminal Justice Bill" March and Rally
Sunday 9th October 199 4
GOLD (Westminster)

u
s

SILVE R (West mins t er )

SEC TOR I
Bronz e 1 (We s tminsfei

F----~

Se ctor Sec t o r
IA 113
Bronz e 11 Bronz e 12
Sector R eserve
Bronze ] 3

M

S
P

Sector Sector
2A
2B
Bronze 21 Bronze 2 2

F
Sec t o r
3A
Bronze 3 1

A
I

Sector Reserve
Bronze 23

o
l
c

SECTOR 4
Bronze 4 (Westminster)

s
i
D

SECTOR 3
Br onze 3 ( Wes tmins t er)

SECTOR 2
Bronze 2 (Westminster)

I

Sec t o r
3B
Bro n ze 3 2

S ec tor Reserve
Bronze 3 3

F

F

I

Sector Sector
4A 4B
Bronze 41 Bronze 42
Sector Reserve
Bronze 43

SECTOR 5
Bronze 5,( Westminster)

Sect o r
Sec t o r
5A 5B
Bronze 51 Bronze 5 2
S ec t or Reserv e
Bronze 53

O
F

Mobil e Re s erve Ma rch Se ri al s
Uniform 452 Br onz e 6

Traffic
Bronze ( Traffic )

Vunerable Pre m ises
Bro n ze 7
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Appendix 2
Equipment Los s

The property listed below was either lost during the disturbances, ie headovers removed
after the effects of CS Gas, and then taken by the crowd, or stolen from .unattended
carriers .

Di

sc

Kwik Kuf 24
Baton 11
Fire Extinguisher 2
PO Helmet 2
Epaulettes 3
Gloves 4
Radio 2
Tie
3
Yellow Jacket 1
Spectacles 1
Jumper 2
Headover 2
Flat Cap
5

Personal equipment belt
1
(therefore also lost handcuff pouch, and fire extinguisher pouch) .
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Also unaccounted for issued from Technics on the day are 288 fire extinguishers and 250
short shields .

App end ix 3
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INITIAL INFORMATION ON THE POTEN TIAL REPLACEMENT OF
THE IIELI-TELE SYSTEM AND TIC MICRO WAVE DOWN LINK

1 . Background

1 .1 One of the major roles of the Air Support Unit (ASU) has always been, to act
as an aerial platform for the camera system known as Heli-Tele . This has
been used to provide television pictures of public order events in order that
command may have immediate information about such incidents . The
pictures thus captured are transmitted to NSY via a Micro Wave link.

1.2 This role of the ASU has been complimented recently by the addition of
Thermal Imaging equipment to the aircraft, allowing effective use of air
support after dark . This has been dramatically successful and the air
support unit is now involved in many more night incidents than day .

Di
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1.3 The implementation of the Police Air Operators Certificate (PAOC) in Ma y
1994 has meant that full Public Transport safety regulations are no w
imposed upon MPS operations . (see appendix 'A') The Bell 222 fleet has
shown a marked inability to cope with these regulations, (especially in th e
area of single engine performance), to the extent that our current Heli-Tel e
equipment can no longer be deployed- when the air temperature exceed s
15°C . This deprives command of vital information upon which would allo w
them to make better informed decisions .
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1 .4 The Bell 222 fleet is now being replaced by the Twin Squirrel aircraft , the
second of this new type has been purchased, and is now being rol e
equipped . However although the thermal imaging camera can be deploye d
on this type, the old Heli-Tele system is too bulky and heavy for sensible us e
(it would simply reduce the performance of the Squirrel to the same as tha t
of the 222) .
1 .5 In addition, in recent months, the thermal imaging equipment purchased
by the MPS has proven to be extremely unreliable . When it is working it is
very good, but it is often simply not available . This is not a satisfactory
situation for the future and certainly not satisfactory performance from
such an expensive piece of equipment .

1.6 The Air Support Unit is now able to provide two aircraft for duty at all
times . The extra capacity provided by the much more reliable new aircraft
type has enabled the unit to enter into a collaborative arrangement with
Surrey Police, open a second ba se in the south wes t of the MPD , and to
extend its annu al availability from 1,800 hours in 1992 to 11 ,680 for 1995 .

MP
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1 .7 In summary, with present equipment (including the two new aircraft ) ,
the ASU is able to give a massively increased service to colleagues on the
ground but this is compromised by the following restrictions.
a) Airborne Television systems will not be available for much of the
summer months . When they are the service will be of poor qualify
due to the restrictions placed on the old type of helicopter and the
unreliable downlink equipment currently used. and,

b) the current level of success using thermal imaging systems at night
will not be sustained due to the ever decreasing reliability of the
current equipment . It will therefore, rarely be possible to deploy
thermal imaging equipment on both aircraft .

2. The possibilities.
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2.1 Greater Manchester Police are operating, and Merseyside Police have
purchased, a system that could replace all the equipment mentioned above
in one neat package of proven reliability and known cost .
2.2 The package consists of:-

a) a turret, which can be mounted as standard everyday equipmen t
under the nose of the Squirrel helicopter . The turret contains both a
high quality thermal imaging camera and a broadcast qualit y
daylight television camera . The turret is gyro stabilised and output
from both of these sensors can be viewed and recorded in the aircraft
by the operato r
b) a micro wave downlink transmitter which is small enough to be
carried as standard everyday equipment on all flights .

sc

and,

c) a high quality automatically tracking micro wave receiver erected at
headquarters .

3.

The results

Di

Additional small light micro wave receivers can also be deployed on
buildings or vehicle mounted for local control centres, (In Manchester
these are even deployed on vehicles as small as a Range Rover) .

The benefits of such a system are many and the MPS has experience of the
use of such airborne camera systems . The difference here is that the
system and the information it produces can be available 24 hours a day 365
days a year .

MP
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3 .2
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3 .1 The end result would be, a quantum leap in the use of airborne camera
equipment for the MPS, in that high quality pictures would be available to
the command at a moments notice, day or night . They could b e
redistributed to anywhere in the headquarters building and via othe r
smaller receivers, to police stations and mobile control points all around th e
MPD /Surrey . The system is fully automatic, and would not need to be
requested days in advance, as with the current system . The aircraft flie s
with the system active at all times and command need only switch on thei r
receiver and direct the aircraft by R/T .

4 . Summary
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4 .1 The current Heli-Tele equipment is becoming difficult to deploy, the
thermal imaging equipment is unreliable and to replace them all at once
with a combined system of proven reliability seems prudent and will result
in a quantum leap forward in the service offered by the ASU .
+
4 .2 The funding that was available for the purchase of the second Squirrel in
1995/6 will only be partially used by that purchase, leaving approx £884K .

4 .3 If the appropriate business group can be persuaded that this is a suitabl e
purchase, the funding released by the Surrey input to the Consortium could
be utilized to purchase turrets for both the Squirrels and a receiver station
for both the MPS and Surrey .

MP
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4 .4 It is pertinent at this point to highlight the fact that we have an aircraft in
build for delivery in January, and if the will is there it would be sensible to
make the decision as early as possible so that the new system can be fitted to
the new aircraft from the start .

Costings

5.1 Turret .
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5.

Each helicopter turret containing both Thermal imaging imager and
s
Broadcast quality camera can be purchased for :£169, 000 plus VAT
5.2

Installation

If the system were purchased or leased immediately it could be fitted to our
new Squirrel helicopter'for nil cost, as the fitting of the Agema would be the
same as the fitting of the current Thermal Imageing equipment .
If retro fitted at a later date this would cost :-

5 .3 Microwave downlink transmitte r

sc

£ 1 5,500 plus VAT

An omni directional micro wave transmitter of modern light design, and
tuned for this kind of work can be purchased and fitted for :-

5.4 Microwave receiver package

Di

£29,796 plus VAT
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An automatic tracking receiver package, deployed within a weather-proof
radome structure can be purchased for :£54, 000 plus VAT

5 .5 The total package could be installed and running within 6 months from the
date of order, and the total package of :
1 X Flying system i .e turret and transmitter ,

1 X Receiving syste m

MP
S

would cost if fitted to the aircraft currently in build :£252,796 plus VAT

APPENDIX 'A'
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Public Transport Operations by the Air Support Uni t

1. Background

1.1 With the proliferation of ASU's in the U .K. over the last few years the Hom e
Office (HO) sought to impose a national standard on the operation of polic e
aircraft . This has resulted in the Police Air Operators Certificate, (thi s
effectively means that police operators are bound by the same rules an d
regulations as any airline or air charter operator, with some specifi c
easements only given to police operators), which in turn has meant that all
police operations are subject to Group 'A' performance requirements . Th e
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) now has a certificatory and an inspectoria l
function in the operation of police aircraft.
2 . Group 'A' Performanc e

sc

2 .1 One part of the philosophy of Group 'A' performance is to require that
passengers flown in aircraft subject to these rules are never put at risk, in
the event of an engine failure .

Di

2 .2 In the event of a power unit failure in a twin engine helicopter such as the
aircraft operated by the MPS, the aircraft must always be flown in such a
fashion that it can continue the flight or land safely without danger to the
passengers or third parties . This is particularly relevant to the MPS
operations, which are almost exclusively carried out over the congested
area's of the capital.
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2 .3 Thus the single engine performance of the aircraft must be calculated for
all stages of flight and the load (fuel, passengers or other equipment) must
be reduced to enable safe single engine flight to be maintained .
2 .4 The effect of the large steel Heli-Tele ball degrades the performance of th e
Bell 222 by factor of 230 feet per minute rate of climb . The aircrafts
performance must be adjusted as at 2 .3 above so that the aircraft is capabl e
of maintaining a minimum nett rate of climb of 50 feet per minute with on e
engine inoperative in the conditions of the day . The Bell 222 with the Heli Tele equipment on board is not capable of this at temperatures above approx
15°C . Thus operation of the aircraft with this equipment on board is no t
possible (and would be illegal) at high temperatures .
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2 .5 The end result of this is to deny the MPS the use of the current Heli-Tele
equipment during approximately six months of the year .

